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"¥HAT IS TO BE DONE NOWf" 

-~--~------------------~-----~-·-------~-~-~-

THE RELEVANCE OF LENUPS "\<THAT IS TO ~ Dprmft•·. 
TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A REVOLUTIOnARY NARXIST-. . - ;{ 

LENINIST PARTY. IN BRITAIN. · 

·--·--~~-----------------------------·~---

INTRODUCTION 

Some sevep.ty 1eara ago Lenin .undel,"took tl'le task of app+ying J1arx's 
sc~entific theory to the practice of revolutionary struggle in Ru~sia, a labo~ 
which W¥ to bear fruit i:n th:e first victoriousprolet~ian reyolution in iiha 

· .. history of ma.nkind. And as he began his task wi i;fl a book wtlich po$ed Q.Pd • . · 
an~wered the practical questionf.l of the revolutiQnEi:cy mov~mE)nt of h~s t~me, an4 

. began the education of that movlilment :tn ~he scientific theory wpich was to 
guide ita pioneer fighters, in see~ing to serve the same great cause today we 
tul"ll.·back to those rqota which served Lenin when he ~et ot,Jt to .. build f1 va~t ancl 
powerful international vangua,rd of the workers of all li'U+d~ • 

. ·For now _similtU"' ooncli tiops of struggle apertain to those faced by ~enin 
when he ela~orated an~ develope~ the work of.~apx and Engels to ~pply.to the 
stage of i~npe:rialieJil.; . World revisionism has 'pow regained ror capt ~al almqst .· 
the entire former soQialiet camp of nations emerging from the viq~ory of October, 
thus depleti:ng .the world revoiq.tiona:ry fo:rces just 8,B seriously 'as they were 
depleted b~ t~e betrayal of the leaders of the Second International in Lenin~s 
time. This development; llas rai~ed extremely_complex t}teoretical, p;rogrammtl.tiq 
ap.d organi~=JC\tiol}al prqblems which, :i,n their totality~ reflect the new balance of 
world c;tas~ forces ancl the new strategic and tact~oal terrain '(~ thiq -vrhich the 
worlCI. :Prol~tarian spciaiis't revolution muet now be waged, !t :.requir~s a.sp~cially 
anundersta:iJding ofthe Leninist principle of the vanguard party in order.that · 
partif:lS qapa.ble of forgi~g victory against world imperialism may be reconstruotf!<i, 
their interna:~iona+ general staff', a Ma.r~~et-Lenini~t communist il'1~ernational 
COJtlS into 'being, and ~ganisations of struggle reflecting. the divers~fi~d world 
class forces be welded into place ready for the copfrpntation on a glob~l scale 

. which ~ill qera;td the dawn of world socialism. It requires precisely an under .. 
standing of qur' I>1arxist-Leninist heritage to be able to see through and ahead of 
the v:fesent weakp.ess of the.¥orld proletarian forces to that not too distant 
1;ime wh~n theY will have t)lfust on them the historical marathon of sei~ing the 
reinl3 of pr<;>letarian reyoluti011 and freeing the produqtiv~ fo;rc~s naw stifled 
and stagnating w'j.thin the diseased war machines of corporate imperitll~sm. 

. . . 

But as the dialeQtics of class struggle would hav~ it, imperialism does 
not face the thre~t · of its final defeat passively. · On the contrary, its de~th 
agonies are mol;'e ferqcious than at,any time in the past. There i~ absolutely 
~o doubt _that the solutibn aci'llS'ht by the imperialists to the pr~seat e~?calating 
pialit$71arit crisis will be the classical form of inter·.:j.mperialist rivalry, world 
war, \ihich has twice in one half"'!'century provided a new division of "!;he world 
amon~t the yictor powers. It is our task to prepare in this interim period 
the :forces which will destrwr the capitalist ?YStem, and train the Proletariat 
for tlf,at t:;i.me when thE'il illlevitable imperialist war threat spur~ into action the 
vast mas.ses of the world's working people to fight t}le .revolutionary war to end 
class war for ever. In·order that this gr~at aim may be achieved, the army of 

.the proletariat must be formed, its commanders chosen, its armour;Y stocked and 
?,.ts fighters trained for battle. Tbe present P8l,I1Pl+let attempts to ~egin this 
task, and is d,irected towards all militant fol'lces who recognise the primacy of 
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Harxist-Leninist theory and practice in the unfolding of revolutionar~l strugcrle, 

Because of the distorted interpretation of vrorld events and their causae 
given by the revisionists of 1:'Iarxism-Leninisn it is necessary to precede our 
assessment of present revolutior:.ary tasks \vi th a brief history of the CPGB and 

·the errors vlhich ffave rise to revisionisn in :B:i:'i tain, errors \vhich mirror the 
vrorld rise of revisionism borne out of the anti-Han::ist-Leninist theses of the 
7th v/orld Congress of the C011L1Unist International' the great retreat before the 
fascist hordes. · 

Of necessity, however, it is one thene mo::re than any other w·hich must 
concern our efforts, the greatest heritage Lenin bequeathed in the theory and 
practice of the vanguard party. It is this force alene vlhich can perform the 
colossal tasks confronting the ,.,orking class as the hour of its liberation dawns, 
this force alone which can provide the objective analysis needed to plan and 
sustain a canpaign as arduous and long as the one which lies ahead. The degree 

·of organisation Lenin effected with the Bolshevik party was forged out of the 
necessity to fight against an absolutism which, thouffh tyrannical, -v:as structur,.. 
ally \veak. If Lenin were here today he tvould develop· and stress his cardinal 
thesis of party organisation vd th even more conviction than hitherto. For it w';i.ll be 
agairist a highly organised, centralised and experienced state pm·Ter, standir . .; 
at the apex of development of the cap:i, talist state, modelled on the pattern of. 

·. the corporate and fascist states of the previous c;risifij period of monopoly 
capital, but now necessary to capitalist growth on an inter-European scale, that~. 
will be :>rrayed. To that degree the va.i'!guard party of the ne,., type created to 
destroy the concentrated might of this state must be united, disciplined, 
centralised in all its actions .- a steel spearhead of working class force such 
as has not been vrl tnessed in previous history. 

Lenin fought in the period of suppression of rfurxist-Leninist literature. 
but abundance of "legal Ivlarxist" pseudo-revolut~OJ:+ary tracts. This also is 
typical of our time, when the genuine Narxist-Leninists face every conceivable 
difficulty in propagating their material whilst the money poured into the stoo~ · 
prganisations of the bourgeoisie masquerading as "marxist" is endless. It is a·. 
time vlhen liberal 11r-r-revolution 11 is sponsored in an attempt to s'..ramp and 
silence the genuine voice of scientific proletarian~socialist revolution. To 
this end capital has not stooped from ~aking up tne genuine revolutionaries 
and seeking to drmm. their message in the seas of bourgeois acceptance and 
"respectability". The Lenin Centenary was used by the Soviet imperialists to. 
build up an image of Lenin not complying with that of the scientific revolution., 
ary \vho led the proletariat for the first time in history to win and, more 
importantly, maintain for a relatively long period victory over \·rorld capital, 
but t!lat of a "scientist" (along Hi th other scientists of the S.oviet Institutes 
of Technology) who paved the way for the development of the sputnik - .oh noble 
task 1 Thus have they sought to erase his teachings and his revolutionary 
example. 

But it is because this heritage cannot be destroyed that this pamphlet 
·has been written, and with the most serious of all purposes, so remote from the 
aims of the "legal marxist" ti till a tors of drmving room revel t: in order that 
its precepts should be taken up and studied by active proletarian fighters, that 
its tactics and strategy should be taken into the arsenal of Horking class 
struggle and tested out in everyday practice, that its overall perspective should 
guide all those who study it to anticipate events and lead class forces instead 
of lagging behind them, and that its main call to build the vanguard Marxist
Leninist party should stir all those \·rho declare as their main aim the libera
tion of the labourer from the yoke of capital to take their place in the ranks 
of the Marxist-Leninists of the world. For it lvill be. the forr:1ntion of Tr11rxist"'. 
Leninist vanguard parties in all world sectors 't.hatw:illr.rnaxk th~ qualitativ~ly nev 
stage ofc:ontemporary dass struggle \vhe:il the tide oe9ins to swing in favour of 
the revolutionary forces. This fact will signifythat all forms of bourgeois 

1 . 
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ideology hitherto holding the working class back~ from realising. its 
class mission have been tried and rejected, and that only the sweat of tne 
struggle and the need continually to strive to perfect the theory and practice 
of the revolutionary movement lie between it and victory. 

On the day when these parties come into being the impotent ragings of the 
trotskyites, revisionists, liberals and social-imperialists will sh9ut from the 
rooftops the tremendous vicfory achieved vri th this one act. For capitalist and 
worker will then stand openly revealed in their true relationshipl the· over
whelming proletarian might of the mass of the working people against the tiny 
handful of corporate/fascist parasites, corrupt, diseased, destructive and 
socially obsolete. It is in this logic that the guarantee of a socialist 
victory lies, · 

~UffiXIST-LENINIST ORGANISATION 
OF BRITAIN 

June 1973. 

Printed and published by M. Scott, 18 Camber~vcll Church Street, London SE5 
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THE C.P.G.B. ANTI THE STRUGGLE FOR A 
l"IARXIST-LE!HNIST PARTY IN BRITAIN 

In order to begin to rebuild the vanguard party of the British working 
·class according to the Harxist-Leninist principle1.1 which will determine the 
building of all parties comprising the future Harxist-Leniniet International, 

. it is necessary to look at the history of the communist movement in Britain anc;i 
to Uf'le this experience as a guide in the assessment of the relevance of Lenin's 
teachings in 11 \·.Jhat is to be Done?" to our tasks now. · 

The anti-Harxist trends against which Lenin struggled ;in Russia.occurred 
no less in Britain duTing the formative years of the eme:rgance of anti
revisionist struggle from the r~ks of the Communist Party of G:reat BI'itain 

·after its capture by the revisionists of the right. It is, in view of our 
intention to re;;.a.ssess th'is history in the light of Lenin's work in Russia, 

.necessary to give here a relatively chronological account of the development of 

.tnat party which was so soon to prove itself (along with most other Europel!ln 
· · .· Co.mmunist Parties) incapable of mastering Leninisi!l and to sink back· ex:p,austed 

into the mire of social democracy • 
. . 

. Whatever the wea.'!(nesses . of the infant Communist PartY of Great :Bri t~n~ 
· · fori!led. as it was from the union of three previously dissent:f,.ng political groups, 
·whatever the extent to which it was unab],e to cleanse itself of its social 
democratic afterbirth~ it nevertheless led the most m;i.li tant, · mqat· pol:f,. tically: 
.advanced sections of the British proletariat, :from Clydes~de to the Kent coalr
fields, to take the first steps in the task of building independent bas~s of 
\'Torking class struggle. The CPGB of those Q.ays bore little resemblanc~ to ~e 
inept, :politically dishonest ~d organisationally bloated t"eformi13t party that. 

·we know today. In the years before 1926 the CPGB was honeetly striving to 
become, politically and organisationally, a T·farxist-Leninist pa;r'l;y. P~ty 
diacipl;ine was strictly enforce,d and each member - whatev~r hif'! age, level of' 

· po~:ttical understanding or personal circumstances - was compelled to undertake 
~pacific party tasks, and to answer for his fulfilment of th~m to his c~l~ or 
higher committee. Not only non-payment of dues but also non:-attf:!ndance at 
.m~etings resulted in reprimand before the cell meeting or, if persi~ted in, 
expulsion. The party ranks were united and inspired by a feelin~ of d~ep oo~on 
interest, outlook and aims. It strove to propagate amongst thE~ working 9lass 
the world~changing ideas of Marxism-Leninism and to build organisations of 
struggle independent of the reformists and of bourgeois or petty bourgeoi~ 
tutelage. · · · 

. But the CPGB leadership nevertheless found the greatest difficulty in 
sloughing off the social democratic heritage and applying l·iarxist-Leninist 

.. strategy to the British labour movement in which reformist ;political and ·organ-
isat~onal ideas \vere so deeply entrenched. In particular, it never cle!l;t"l;( 
~derstood the fundamental problem of revolutionary Mar~ist ... Leninist strategy :"'1 

how to combine the building of the broad, independent base of' the :revolutionary 
forces, the united front from below, with the forging of th~ revolutionary 
advance guard - the armed phalanx of the proletariat which wields the actual 
pol~ tical and military instruments of revolutionary force and mans the orga,ns · 
of proletarian dictatorship. In consequence, when a pre-revolutionary situation 
dawned wi'th the General Strike of 1926, the leadership given by the CPGB was -
indecisive and vacillating. 

Present from the beginning of the CPGB 1 s history had been the split over 
the issue of electoral activity and support for the Labour Party in particular. 
At taat time, and up till the General Strike, the Labour Party was still basic-

. ally a party representing the working class, in which it \-Tas. poesi ble for · 
communists to hold office. A sharp inner-party struggle arose between those who 

·' 
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adopted the Leninist tactic of waging struggle on ell fronts, including the 
utilisation of parliament in order to expose it as 11 the management committee of 
the entire ruling class 11 and lwrk vri thin the Labour Party to isolate the reform
ists and class collaborators, and those "lefts 11 who interpreted the concept of 
the independence of the working class movement in a sectarian manner. Lenin's 
advised tactics maintained the independence of the Communist Party from the 
Labour Party by advocating the expediency of worldne within the Labour Party 
to expose the true character of the leadership of that Party to the working class 
as a necessary task serving the aim of winning forces to the Communist Party. 
3ut even those who professed to adopt the Leninist tactic applied it ~echani~ally, 
missing the ·whole point of winning forces away from the Labour Party, and laying 
stress on work vii thin the Labour Party as an end in itself. 

A further misapplication of a correct tactic occurred over the question 
of the independent red trade unions. This work of building independent unions 
under t'1e overall guidance of the Party as an alternative to the openly social
democratic unions where the circumstances were ripe enough to favour the building 
of an alternative union,was carried out in a sectarian manner before the mass 
base had been won through the patient building of independent organs of struggle 
at the local grass roots level and at the point of production to wean the most 
advanced vrorkers from the old allegiance to an m-1areness of the need for an 
independent alternative union. Furthermore, the distinction between party and 
broad movement was confused, and in most cases these independent unions became 
merely a section of the communist party working in industrial fields without 
the necessary broad base of support. 

This left adventurism had as its counterpart, when its work had failed to 
bear fruit, the flowering of the opposite tendency, that of laying the stress on 
purely legalistic work within the existing unions, seeking election to high 
offices, etc. \-lith the ~nE)Yi table result of the betrayal of the independent role 
of the party, a pattern continued up to the present day. 

As early as 1936 the CFGB had begun to succwmb to social democratic 
influences, a development encouraged and strengthened by the wprk of the revision
ist Harry Pollitt who had played a formative role in the Seventh Uorld Congress 
of the Comintern.+ Despite the adoption of the programme "For a Soviet Britain" 
in 1935, with its generally revolutionary orientation, the onset of the period 
of popular front supra-class alliances encouraged ideas based on the concept of 
a revolutionary party flourishing within and as part of bourgeoi~ ccrrrcT'acy t.n 
gain ascendancy within the Party. The Party was conceived in the mould of 
a legal organisation \vhich \vould utilise the democratic institutions and rights 
won by the people from the capitalist class - themselves representative of past 
militant class struggle - to the maximum, while only a much smaller proportion 
of its forces would be deployed in illegal, i.e. revolutionary struggle (leader
ship at the point of production). This superficial ~nalysis took into account 
only the visible contradictions and failed to analyse the state machinery of· 
force deployed behind the public facade of "democracy''. Already tactics had been 
divorced from strategy. The means became everything, the original aim \-las 
forgotten. 

The developing tide of anti-fa13cist struggle increased the influx of 
petty-bourgeois non-Narxist elements into the Party, swelling its ranks from a 
membership of 6,000 in 1.936 to some 18,000 in 1939. This development had its 
political expression in the tendency for the independent class line of the Party 
to be.'increasingly diluted by undifferentiated broad appeals Hhich.denied in 
practice the leading role of the proletariat in the broad anti-fascist front of 
struggle. 

The organisational consolidation of this tendency came in 1938 at the 
Hulme Conference, vlhere for the first time the primacy of industrial over locality 
branches vras rev~rsed and locality branches vrere given the prime political role, 
on the plea t:hat these were more sui ted to the task of '!:Tinning the support of the 

+ See "CTigins of I':odern Revisionism", Report of the Central Cc::1:::i ttee cf the 
Harxist-Leninist Crganisation of :Britain 

·-.-~ 
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broad, anti-fascist forces. Thanks to this betrayal of the last centres of 
proletarian leadership to the myth of electoral activity as the "path to social
ism11 the CPGB \.fas able to permeate with its social democratic ideas even such 
long-established centres as the Clydeside, where some 20 years earlier the most 
powerful and determined mass movements of the British working class had been 
born and led by the same leaders lvho \-Tare later to betray them. Thus even the 
solid bases it had won on Clydeside came to be seen, not as the embryo centres 
of vTOrking class power which t''ey portended, but as fortuitous areas of support 
to achieve Communist representatives in Parltarnent. The independent bases won 
by hard vrork and patient struggle v1ere sacrific:e4 011 the altar of the new concept 
of the revisionists, led by Pollitt, that a peaceful transition to socialism 
within a bourgeois frarnei.fork Hna possible, a formulation soon to be smuggled 
into the Party's credo. 

The corning of the Second '1tlorld War in 1Q39 found the Party leadership 
divided on the fundamental question of the class character of the war. A 
majority of the Executive Committee, however, tack?- correct stand in opposing 
the war as an imperialist struggle and, when the character of the war was 
transformed in 1941 with the attack upon the Sqviet Union, in supporting it as 
a true people's anti-fascist war. Even in the.firs.t stage of the war, however, 
when it still bore a clear imperialist character, the founding figure of modern 
revisionism in Britain, Pollitt, resigned as General Secretary in support of 
the chauvinist line that the war was just. But with the transformation of the · 
war in 1941, Pollitt was brought back as GeneralSecretary, and a steadily 
mounting stream of revisionist statements, resolwti.ons a11d articles began to 
pour from King Street ,with their call for a coalition of capitalists and 
communists to "rebuild the nation", offering the dis~ntling of communist bases 

. in industry as the bribe. The position accorded i;o industrial cells based on 
the workers at the paint of production was further. reduced in favour of 1 ocal i ty 
branches, which were better suited to the legal sup;r:-a•class activity of collect-· 
ing signatures for petitions, organising a~d, whi1s~ the workers were mobilised 
for higher production in the war effort. 

The revisionists were compelled, betweenl945 !md 1951, to ignore and 
set aside the Party 1 s declared programme "For a Soviet Bri taip." and to attack 
and distort the fundamental Marxist-Leninist precepts on \'lhicll it was based 
because that programme represented a barrier to their air of liquidating the 
vanguard party and reducing it to the conventional status of a social democratic 
party. The revolutionary aims, standing in obvious contradiction to revisionist 
practice, thus necessitated the first bre&cthrough to ~ fully revisionist 
programme in 1951, some years before the revisioniets of the world followed suit. 
~1us the former independent vanguard of the working class with its strict 
disciptine, membership by cadre system and militancy at the point of production 
was undermined by the social democratic method of reo;-uitment, handing out 
party cards for the price of a due, 

The subsequent tragic history of degeneration • with all that it repres
ented in the betrayal and squandering of the devoted work and self-sacrifice 
of thousands of the finest sons and daughters of the British working class,will 
one day be written into the annals of the socialist revolution. Suffice it 
here to mention. the long period in \vhich the revisionist leadership has had the 
required organisational freedom of action to expunge Ha.rfd_sm-Leninism from the 
life and •·TOrk of the Party, and to isolate and later expel r.Iarxist-Leninist 
cadres and to decimate the ranks of honest militants remaining in the Party. 
This f~rms the background against which the history of the struggle to rebuild 
tl~e vanguard party in Britain has taken place. 

Several factors have combined to ensure that only a small nucleus of 
dedicated and politically developed cadres -has been able to unite and pursue 
this revolutionary task. One of these is the absence of political and theoret
ical training from the 1940's onwards within the r~visi onist Party which raised· 
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a generation of communists accepting direction without understanding it, 
followed by the skillful isolation of any honest elements daring to challenge 
and exercise· their democratic centralist rights in policy decisions. Secondly, 
the vast majority of all the independent more-or-less open groups calling 
themselves "anti-revisionist" or even "Harxist~Leninist" have beer revealed as 
disguised revisionist or trotskyite detachments of a fundamentally anti
Harxist-Leninist character. 'lne whole experience of the revolutionary working 
class movement has proved that qualitative advance in the objective conditions 
of struggle of the proletarian and progressive forces, with the consequent 
theoretical and political enrichment and organisational reconstruction of the 
vanguard parties, are simultaneously moments which are seized-upon by the 
conscious and unconscious agent~ of the enemy as an opportunity to take 
advantage of the necessary discussion and polemics accompanying such develop
ments in order to conduct widespread anti-~furxist-Leninist propaganda disguised 
as "new creative :t-iarxism" and to penetrate into the embryonic movement and, 
from positions of either right or "left11 , to strive to disrupt it from within 
and to prevent for as long as possible the hammering out of a correct Marxist ... 
Leninist line and programme and the establishment of. a united Marxist-Leninist 
organisation embodying them. 

Thirdly, there can be absolutely :no doubt that the more-or-less clumsily 
concealed attacks on }~rxism-Leninism commencing from the time of the first 
gathering of forces within the CPGB to rebuild aJ-ilrx:ist-Ienin:iSt party, tl:e Lucas A;rms 
Conference of 1964, were in large measure the result of persistent, virulent 
and carefully or~anised disruptive work by bourgeois agents and their conscious 
or unconscious supporters. 

For this reason the Conference was split and only a slender majority 
supported the formation of the open political centre for rebuilding the new 
Marxist-Leninist Party, the Committee to Defeat Revisionism, for Communist 
Unity. However, within a few days one of the opposition plants within the 
CDRCU, Peter Seltman, discovered his total disagreement with the policies he 
had so recently supported, leaving the CDRcu'to rejoin the clandestine inner.
CPGB "anti-revisionist centre 11 111hich, while concealing its views, pror"essed the 
aim of transforming the CPGB from within into a revolutionary party by some 
mysterious process of wishfulfilment. This clumsy political' excuse rendered by 
Seltman was designed to cover up the role of the anti ... Narxist-Lenlnist centre tri 
mounting major attacks on the CDRCU, sending into its ranks undercover agents 
to disrupt, filibuster and spread alarm and desponden((y, resorting to the most 
shameless, gutter-level rumour-mongering against the leadership of the CDRCU in 
a desperate attempt to achieve by intrigue and slander that which they were 
finding difficult to achieve by political disruption. 

Thus the open centre of struggle to rebuild a Marxist-Leninist party was 
increasingly isolated both bythe disruptive work of the inner-CPGB "anti
revisionists11 and to a lesser extent by the negative example of splits and 
cadre loss which warned the potential I>1arxist-Leninist forces still working 
within the CPGB to "stay put" awaiting a better day to take up the fight. 

~ubsequent events have revealed that the driving force of the inner-CPGB 
"anti-revisionist" disruptivE: centre was the group financed by the Chinese 
capitalist class under the ffi'';Sk of "left" revisionism, and helped by agents 
J?epresenting· the US imperialists· who··were· intent at that t:i:me·.on consolidating the:ir 
lillks with the Chinese to form art alliance. 'di-rected ."against.:·the Sovi·at neo-impe:rial
ists. Theycp3ratal thrrughthe group of capitalists engaged in trade with China 
"V!hose money directly backed the publication "The Harxist" and other open 
political organisations t·Thilst the Chinese consular representatives, under the 
control of the Nao faction, openly backed such broad organisations as the 
11Society for Anglo-Chinese Understanding Limited", which for a long time was 
regarded by many 11anti-revisionists 11 as the true embryo of a vanguard party. This 
whole unprincipled 11 pot of gold 11

, t-Thich by 1966 had succeeded in splitting the 
CDRCU, after the death of its Secretary, Hichael NcCreery, and forcing the 
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Marxist-Leninist cadres within that organisation to regroup in the Action Centre 
for Marxist-Leninist Unity, had of course many aspiring "kings in search of crowns", 
and the multiplicity of so-called "anti-revisionist groups" gave rise to the 
widely spread notion that the task of rebuilding the party was a quantitative 
one of "bringing the groups together on the basis of the lowest common level of 
agreement". This idea was of course the very essence of the anti-:Harxism-
Leninism lying at the heart of the broad "anti-revisionist movement", and 
betrayed a total ignorance of the dialectical process in the development of 
theory and practice which requires the ruthless extermination of all erroneous 
ideas in the struggle to build a genuine revolutionary base by the test of 
practice. Thus it vTas that the Marxist-Leninist forces could always be 
distinguished .from the insincere '!anti-revisionists" by their insistence on the 
adoption of programmatic perspectives and the theoretical analysis necessary to 
such work, constantly tried out in practice. 

The emergence of this Marxist-Leninist vanguard, through the Action 
Centre for Marxist-Leninist Unity to the .foundation of the Marxist-Leninist 
Organisatio;n of Britain in 1967, revealed the true character of the 11anti
revisionist" movement. To a man they had slandered and attacked these Ma:r;x:ist
Leninist organisations, they ~had: concocted alliancE:l after temporary alliance 
in attempts to destrO)' the Marxist-Leninist .forces, they had penetrated i:ts 
ranks only to be thrown out defeated. And the failure o.f their ¢ssion to 
prevent the emergence o.f a Marxist-Leninist vanguard has turned them. in on 
themselves like trapped pack wolves to devour their own now warring sects, 
each currently representing and sponsored by one or other section of world 
imperialism. The final nail in the coffin o.f British 11 anti-revisionism" has 
been, of course, the stripping off of '!;he mask of maoist "le.ft"-revisionism, an 
exposure initiated by the work o.f the Marxist-Leninist Organisation of Britain 
through the publication of its historic Report, The Situation in the People •I'! 
Republic of China. 

Thus, like Lenin before us in Russ::i,.a, we have had to swim i:p th,e tidE! 
polluted by every kind of revisionist distortion, to refute revisionist charges,· 
to destroy their incorrect ideology, to pare and whittle down the extent and · 
influence of these bourgeois elements who act as a .front guard of monopoly 
capitalist interests, .first to try .to' prevent any Marxist..,.Leninisi; nucleus 
from establishing itself, and, failing that, to disrupt the work to found the 
Narxist-Leninist Party. 

But these methods of counter-attack by the bourgeoisie and its agents 
are not new or unique. They will always be used against the vanguard of the 
working class in an effort to destroy it. 

rt is therefore of prime uecessity' that we look back to the groundwork 
laid by L~nin when he took up the struggle to build an independent, impregnable 
fighting party of the Russian proletariat' one that vtas steeled and armoured 
against tsarist counterattack. And it is precisely because we face a struggle 
against an even more cunning and experienced enemy that we do not merely need 
to take Lenin's precepts :for g:rant~d, but to elaborate on them and to make 
them functtonal within the conditions of struggle of our own period o.f the 
dying throes of monopoly capitalism. The torrents of revisionist distortion, 
the real ignorance of basic Marxist..,.Leninist theory that masquE;lrades as 
"revolutionary consciousness" from a few ill-digested and fragmented facts 
dished up by the bourgeoisie and its agents in an attempt to stir the cauldron of 
revisi~ism must be cleared away by our analysis of the full import of Lenin 1 s 
insistence upon the need .for a revolutionary party and our ability to place 
this theory within a general revolutionary and programmatic line for socialist 
revolution in our time. 
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\:!HERE TO BEGIN 

"Class struggle is spontaneous -
without being fitted into the 
prograome for the seizure of power 
it can only remain within the domain 
of capi talism. 11 (Lenin) 

Economism and Revolutionary Consciousness 

vle begin our analysis wi t,h the aim of building a Marxist-Leninist party 
of the working class within the context of a developed monopoly capi tali.st 
society in which the v10rking class constitutes some 857[ of the population, a 
vanguard party \..rhich vrlll lead that class to socialist revolution. 

It is the essence of Leninism, developing on the original position of 
.Harx, that: 

11 there could not yet be Social Democratic (i.e. Jviarxist-Leninist -
Ed.) consciousness among the workers. It could only be brought to them 
from without. The history of all countries shows that the working class, 
exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade union 
consciousness ••• The theory of Socialism, however, grew out of the 
philosophic, historical and econor.dc theories that were elaborated by the 
educated representatives of the propertied classes, the intellectuals. 
According to their social status, the founders of modern scientific 
Soci.alism, 111arx and Engels, themse1 ves belonged to the bourgeois intell
igentsia. In the very same way, in Russia, the theoretical doctrine of 
Social Democracy arose quite independently of the spontaneous growth of the 
working class movement, it arose as a natural and inevitable outcome of the 
development of ideas among the revolutionary socialist intelligentsia," 
(V.I. Lenin: "'h'hat is to be Done?" in: "Selected Works", Vol. 1; FLPH 
Noscow 1950; p.233-234)4 . 

"Class political consciousness can be brought to the workers only from 
\vi thout, that is 1 only from outside of the· economic struggle, from outs;i.de 
of the sphere of relations betv1een \vorkors and employers." (V.I. Lenin: 
"'.if'::at is to be Done?11 ; p.287). 

"The spontaneous working class movement by itself is able to create (and 
inevitably creates ) only trade unionism, and working class trade unionist 
politics are precisely 1vorking class bourgeois politics." (V.I. Lenin: 
"v1hat is to be Done?11

; p.305). 

It will be seen that if we are to accept this Leninist position \·re are 
immediately cut off from that large, amorphous 111 left 1 socialist movement" 
composed of trotskyites, liberals, "democratic communists" and labour party 
s.upporters \.Jho form the most numerous and vocal political tendency in 
monopoly capitalist society and whose aim is to submerge'themselves in the 
vtorking• class movement and provide only as little incorrect 11theory" as is 
necessary to prevent the working class from seeking an answer to its problems 
outside of the capitalist system. The term economism is in this case 

·especially appropriate. 
· Thus we begin to lay bare the true correlation of class forces underlying 
the illusion of strength of the 11labour movement 11 >vi th its 11freedoos" and 
"tradi tions 11

" For when a ItTarxist-Leninist analysis is made it is clear that 
the concept of a truni bJ of the left 11 as the foundation stone for socialism has 
no basis in. fact, and that the drean1s of a utopian revolution vhere the quan
tity of. the 11left11 has grmm to a point \-!here it has submerged capital peace
fully beneath its om1ard march to Parliament are the most flimsy of any of 
those rcyths \·Thich have preoccupied the oppressed during this century. 
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It is therefore clear that we must seek elsewhere for our answer. Engels, 
speaking in praise of the development of the German working class so many 
years ago remarked : 

"What an immeasurable advantage this (theory - Ed.) is may be seen, on 
the one hand, from the indifference towards all theory, which is one of the 
main reasons why the English working class movement crawls along so slowly 

· in spite of the splendid organisation of the individual unions •• •"• (F. 
Engels: "Preface to 'The Peasant \>far in Germany 111 ; cited in: V~I.Leninl 
"vlhat is to be Done? 11

, p. 229). 

Since these words were writtep the labour movement, with its trade un~on and 
political arm in the form of the Labour Party, has been incorporated into the 
framework of the monopoly capitalist state, even now being prepared by ita 
leaders for a role of open service to reaction within a cotporate state bound 
by laws and coercion restricting all working class rights. We must t}+erefore 
begin by accepting the very opposite of that rosy picture of a mass "social:i.st" 
movement painted by the anti-Harxist-Leninists of a "broad left" colouring, which 
simply awaits favourable conditions ~or achieving "wide unity" preparatory to 
the constitutional ~eizure of electoral control of Parliament: that is, the 
absolute dearth of theory, the total lack of understanding of the role of 
revolutionary theory, and thus the corresponding weakness of the British working 
class movement reflecting the dominance of social-democracy over a <;:ontinuous 
period, which. it is the task of Ma.rxist-Leni;nists to end without delay, ~d 
thus to transform·this large potential base for the preservation o:f.capital frOI!f 
a cushion surrounding apd supporting it into a large homogeneous, soieptific4lly 
QOnstructed revolutionary mass base hostile to capitalism lU1d isolaUng .:!. t, · 

It is clear, on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, that the "left" fOl'Ce~ ;in 
Britain dominated by present day social-dei!focratic ideology fall into· the palllp 
of opposition to the Marxist-Leninist concept of proletarian revolution, and 
work from within capital ism to presenve that system against the attacks of· 
Marxist-Leninists who wish to Sl,l.byert "democracy": 

"Since there can be no talk of an independent ideolof5r being developed by· 
the masses of the workers themsel vas in the process of. their Iilovem~nt the 
only choice is: either the bourgeois or the socialist ideology. 1here is no 
middle course • • • • • Hence, to bali ttle the socialist ideology in anY WW£, 
·to turn away from it in the sli¢'ltest deegee means to strengthen bourgeois 
ideology •••• Hence, our task , .. is to combat spontaneity, to divert the 
working class movement from this spontaneous, trade union~st striving to 
come under the wing of the bourgeoisie, and to bring it under the wing of 
revolutionary +social Democracy," (V.I. Lenin: "What is to be Done?", p. 
2}3, 234). 

"But why ••• does the spontaneous movement, the movement along the lille · 
of the least resistance, lead to the domination of the bourgeois ideology? 
For the simple reason that the bourgeo:i,s ideology is far older in origin 
.than the socialist ideology ; because it is more fully developed and beca,use 
it po~sesses immeasurabl;y: more opportunities for being spread •11 (V.I. Lenin: 
"What is to be Done?", p. 246). · · . · 
It is now seen that the various forms of present-day social .. democracy 

constitute the main support of monopoly capital enabling it to maint~in its 
dominanqe over a numerically powerful working class. This aim has been pursued 
by capitalism since its development into imperialism at the turn.of the century, 
by employing ~ dual policy of transforming the mass organisations of the 
working class into the political and ideological extensions of the state (Labour 
Party, T. U. C • ) and simultaneously developing the central power of the a~ed 
machinery of violence and coercion at the core of the state, and such anci~lary 
arms as serve it, to the point where both permeate and dominate every aspt)ct 

+ Social Democracy is equivalent to Marxism-Leninism as used by Lenin. 

I . 
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of·social life. From being origii.ally factions and tendencies Hithin the 
various organisations o! the \'fOrking class reflectinG the grmlth of a "labour 
aristocracy", the social democrats in the ~abour Farty, the ~rade Ul1ions and 
other mass organisations of the HOr~ing class have, since appro:dmately :_)'26, 
brought about the almost complete trans!'c;>rmation of these bodies into organised 

·detachments and extensions of the bourgeois state machine, into an apparatu~ 
for permea~ing the working class '\-Ti th the capitalist ideology of "class peace", 
of 'the false and disarming perspectives of grc.duel, "peaceful" change through 
"reforcs" and parliamentary elections. These organisations have thus developer! 
into the ideological, polit~cal and economic framework of modern monopoly 
capital ism in Britain~ they e~ch serve to maintain a broad sectoi' of the 
social structure of capitalism, and are being increasingly linked together to 
form a corporate whole. 

\!i thin such a context it can be seen that to bc·~i to econor.1ism, to trade 
union consciousness, and ~low to pass suo~ seriously ov~r-optimistic assess
Jnents as those put out by the CPGB,envisnging the numerical strength of 
,.,orking class voting pow·er "transforn:l,ng" ruling clasp corporate reaction, and 
the maoist "Com."llunist ?arty of J3ri tain (l'!-IJ) 11 pret:~-ching class strugg-le itself 
aa the necessary teacher (a div~sive strat~gy designed to prevent the coming 
into coalescence of the Har~ist-Len~nist general st~ff with the working class 
mc:>vement) would be a grave dan~r puttin~ in jeopardy the \·Thole future of the 
:British 'vTQrk,;ine class. For, to p~rE~phrase Pleldl:mov, to baH to spontaneity 
and ~zein awe upon the p0steri~of tpe British work~ng class wil+ entail 
uitneasi:rig the d~struction cf that class within tpe · ja'i{S of a f'ut'!lre corporate/ 
fascist state l:lac;:hine. Never oore so than nO\·t \V"US it vi tally necessary that 
tp.e British l'IOJ;"king cl(lss be led from the soft bed of containment of capital
ism vlhieh, dressed up in pseudo .. l~ft talk about ''viOrker's controlu, 11 freedom 
of cri ticisrqlt and "back to the grass roots'', l-IOuld lead it to the co:cporate 
labour fr.ont and the victory of fascism •. It ~s therefore especi{:llly apt that, 
in thf;l country of the oldest ,.,orl~ing clf\88 ~n the vrorld, .a wo;rking class care
full~' segregated and stratified over the years and dominated by its 11aristocra<~Y 

·. of labo~r" ·we sh¢nild find Lenin's ori ticism ·of eco:nornism and the "freedor.1 of 
crii(icism" spontane;t. ty trend at the very heart of our investigation into the 
forms a:nd, content of the revolutionnry path ~head. 

Leninist Part;y of ,the 'Ne\•1 Type or Reformist. Party , 
. ',-. , --. -- , . I• • ' } 

Pollmfing op from our first analysis it is obvious that a foro of organisa
tion corresponding to the distinct:j.on bet\·;een ~pontaneou$ vo:rking class an¢!. 
revolutionary worker-intell~ctuals ie needcq. Speaking in criticism of 
spontanei t;v, Lenin saids · 

"• •• naturally, corresponding to this struggle vlhich is • easily under
stood' ~y the mass movement must be an organisation that ~11 be 'easily 
understood 1 by the most untraine'L youth 1 • • ••• l>e i ther unclers tands our 
primary and most imperative task, nnmely,. to establish ~Yl orGanisation of· 
revolutionaries capable of naintuining the enerGY, stapili ty and ciontimh tY 
of the political struggle." (V.I. Lenin: "'It/hat is to be Doner:'", p.}L4-5). 

i'Social democracy {i.ft. Harxism-Leninism .. Ed.) = 'executive [;TOUps 1 in 
relation to the economic struggle of the \omrkers 1 It 'irould bfl diffioul t 
to find a more stri:fdng illustration of. hol-T the Economists' ideas deviate 
from Soc~al Democracy to trade unioniso, and hm·T alien to them is any idea 
'that a Social Democrat must concern himself first and foremost \·Ti th an 
organisation of revolutionaries \vho are capable of guiding the ,.;hole prol
etarian struggle for emancipation. " (V.I. Lenin: 11\·rnat is to Be Done'?11 ,p.328). 

And, speaking of the \·:torkers 1 ci;rcles alread~· existing in Russia : 
11 In fact, the ideal leader, as the majority of the members of such 

circles picture him, is someth:ing far more in the nature of a trade u.rlion 
secretary than a socialist political leader. ?o:c the trade union secre:tary 
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of any, SB:J' Brttish trade union, always helps the workers to conduct the 
economic struggle •••• It cannot be too strongly insisted that this is not 
ill Social DernocraGy. T'r;e Social Democrat 1 s ideal should not be a trade 
union secretary, but a tribune of the people, able to react to every man
ifestation of tyranny and oppression, nomatter where it takes place ••• in 
order to explain to all and everyone the \<lOrld historic significance of the 
proletariat 1 s struggle for emancipation. 11 (V.I. Lenin: "\·!hat is to Be Done':'", 
p.288-9). 

''If >-re begin with the solid foundation of a strong organisation of revolu
tionaries \.,re can guarantee the stability of the movement as a whole and carry 
out the aims of both Social Democracy and of trade unions proper. If, 
however, 've begin \d th a broad workers' organisation, supposed to be most 
'accessible' to the nasses (but as a matter"-~" f'act most accessible to the 
gendarmes and making the revolutionaries most accessible to the police), we 
shall achieve neither one nor the other of these aimsJ we shall not eliminate 
our amateUrishness, and because we remain scattered and our forces are 
constantly broken up by the police we shall only make the trade unions of 
the Zunatov and Ozerov type most accessible to the masses." (V.I. Lenin: 
ibid.; p~33l). . 

It was on this basis that Lenin was able to proclaim: "Give us an orgaJlisa~ 
tion of revolutionaries, and vre shall cverturn Russia!" (ibid., p.339). ~e 
Leninist party became that organisation; and because it was not created 
spontaneously from within the working class, but - in its origin - as a. result of 
the embracing of the objective aims of the working class by revolutionary 
i:rrlellectuals - it vras an organisation of professional revolutionaries : 

"The political struggle of Social Democracy is far more extensive and 
complex than the economic struggle of the workers against the employerij and 
the government. Similarly, (and indeed for that reason) the organisation of 
a revolutionary Social Democratic party must inevitably be of a different 
kind than the organisations of the workers designed for this at:ruggle. A 
workers 1 organisation must in the first Flace be a: trade organisation; 
secondly, it must be as broad as possible; and thirdly, it must be as little 
clandestine as possible (here, and further on, of course, I have only 
autocratic Russia in mind). On the other hand, the organisations of revolu
tionaries must consist first, foremost and mainly of people who rrake 
revolutionary activity their profession (that is why I speak of organisations 
of revolutionaries, meaning revolutionary Social Democrats). In view of th~s 
common feature of the members of such an organisation, all distinctions as 
between workers and intellectuals, and certainly distinctions of trade and 
profession, must be utterly obliterated. Such an organisation must of 
necessity be not too extensive and as secret as possible • 11 (V .I.Lenin: ibid·.; 
322-3). 

11 As I have already said time and time again ••• by 'wise men', in 
connection with organisation I mean professional revolutionaries, irrespective 
of whether they are trained from among students or working men. I assert 1) 
that no revolutionary movement can endure without a stable organisation of 
leaders that maintains continuity; 2) that the wider the masses spontaneously 
drawn into the struggle, forming the basis of the movement and participating 
in it, the more urgent the need of such an organisation, and the more solid 
this· organisation must be (for it is much easier for demagogues to sidetrack 
the more backward sections of the masses); 3) that such an organisation must 
consist chiefly of people professiona.llyengaged in revolutionary activity; 
4) that in an autocratic state, the mo:re we confine the membership of such 
an organisation to people who are professionally engaged in revolutionary 
activity and who have been professionally trained in the art of combating the 
political police, the mbre difficult will it be to wipe out such an organisa-

1 
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tion, and 5) the greater will be the number of people of the working class 
and of the other classes of society who will be able to join the movement 
and perform active work in it." (V.I. Lenin: ibid.; :p.336). 

"We must train men and women who will devote to th~ revolution, not 
merely their spare evenings, but the whole of their lives. We must build up 
an organisation so large as to enable us to introduce qivision of labour.in 
the various spheres of our work. 11 (V.I. Lenin:· Iskra.: Np. 1 1

11The Urgent Tasks 
of our Novement 11

; Collected Uorks, Vol.4;FLPH 1960; p.371) 
"A secret strike is impossible - for those who take part in it and for 

those immediately associated with it, but a strike may remain (and in the 
majority of cases does remain) a 'secret' to the masses of the Russian 
workers, because the government takes care to cut all communication between 
strikers, takes care to prevent all news of strikes from spreading. Here 
indeed is where a special 1 fight against the political police 1 is required, 
a fight that can never be conducted by such large masses as take part in 
strikes. This struggle must be organised, according to 'all the r~les of 
the art' by people \·rho are professionally engaged in revolutioni;1r'.f activi ~· 
The fact that the masses are spontaneously being draHn into the movement · 
does not mak" the organisation ·of this struggle less· necessary. On the 
contrary, it makes it more necessary; for we Socialists would be failing i~ 
our direct duty to the masses if we did not prevent the police from mrucing 
a secret of ••• every strike and every demonstr~tion, And we ~hall succeed 
in doing this, precisely because the spontaneously awakening masses !!!11 · 
advance also from their mm ranks increasing numbers of; · 1 professioniil 
revolutionaries 1 · (that is, if we do not take it ~nto our heads to &dvise the 
workers to keep on marking time)". (V.I. Lenin: "\fuat is to Be Done?", p.321). 

"vlhen we have detachments of specially trained ¥Orke:r-reyolutionaries 
who have gone through extensive preparation ••• · no political police in the 

• world will then be able to contend against them, for these d~tadl~ents of me~ 
absolutely devoted to the revolution will themselves enjoy the absolute 
confidence of the widest masses of the workers. And we are direci;;ly to 
blame for doing too little to •stimulater the workers to take this path, 
common to them and to the 'intellectuals' of professional revolutionary 
training, and that we too frequently drag them back by ouv si~ly speeches 
about what 1 can be understood 1 by the masses of the ¥lorkers, by the 1 averl!l.gG 
workers', etc." (V.I. Lenin: ibid.; p.345-6). 

The above words of Lenin amply demonstrate that the Leninist party of the 
new type has a specific character and function quite distinct from the commonly 
accept-ed bourgeois concept of a 11political party". 

VIe have earlier demonstrated that bourgeois qemocracy is a form oi' capitalist 
· dictatorship adopted to fulfil a definite role, tpat of a highly j.levelOJ?ed and 

extended complex of state control permeating the mass movements .of the working 
class through social-democratic parties and organif?ations - the "left" vfing 
facade of w·hich fascism is the 11right wing" face of Stalin's definition - and 
that this fact invalidates the claim of the revisionists and trotskyites to 
''different qualitative" problems under bourgeois democracy to those arising 
u:qder the open bourgeois dictatorship of fascism. A 

We. ncwsee, as a corollary, that Lenin's organisational theory can by no . 
means .be rejected as "not applicable to British {or developed monopoly capitalist) 
conditions 11

• In fact the opposite is the case. The means of repression, the 
careful nurturing of a \·Thole chain of bourgeois agents vli thin the working class 
movement, the complex network of protection of the state and stratification anq 
splitting of the working class forces vihich is nmr seen in the developed 
capitalist countries fast on their way to open corporate and fascist forms are 
far greater than those appertaining in tsarist Russia of the autocracy, with 
its relatively weak state apparatus. The organisation of the Hlabour move-
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me11t, \·I~1ich e:ici.~;-ts --.·tith~n 

capitalist dicta d 
tal~ss a3 a of reveals this 

lines, adopts 
bourg·eois ":roting Inetl1~:ds r.:.c d:if£-e:r~:::.r ~ f~ro.r: ttL.'Jse a·: conran~f board meet-
ings, ar~d bear-s 1~0 T'esem.blc~nc~;:: \·I1:'!..'3.tS'.J2\r2~ "to t~~e C!1 of a }::arty of 
professional re'JOltJ.ticr:a1.'ies, '.vho c:1ei:c ·very be in conflict \·rlth 
state pmter, ined, illegal on, an illegal 
organisational co:ce of a rr:ili Ul:im:ar;y d:aracter ·.,fhicl: Hill, provided 
that it 11as ar5~se-:1 c~~.t of 1 ferns tb.e r~ost political C01!seicus vang'Jard of, a:nd 
maintains the el osest most in-;;egra ted and r::ul ti-:Caceted C()nnecting threads '.vi th 
the independent "'cletar~c.:n-socialiGt rr,a.ss :1cverr:ent, ul ti::::e.tely smash the corpor
ate/fascist state of r:wnopoly capital, ullich is armed to the teethe In such a 
cbntext the much lauded "democracyll on a o::..s :odel chirped forth by every 
aspiring trot~kyi-te/revisicnist -d:isruptor r:Jhmaa be given as little sympathy as 
it received t:mder Leni:::t tvhen he put the preservaL:ion of the revolutionary 
organisation and. pl~oved hmv little prospect of "democracy" of decision 
can exist if the ar:e:n;v state fo.rces are raiding and disru.pting every party cell. 
That this happens in:~:requently in :Britain is because next to no struggle 
takes placeQ In all develcped fronts o:f ~ i.e" Ge:rrany in the 20s, 
such repressive ac-r;ivity as Lenin assumes ::Y.l Russia \v·as ljke,·rise the n,;rm. 
Thus the chairJ!la..'1, secre1:ar;y, 'treasure::-, a.t:.ciitors~ of trade union oovements and 
other labour organisations are bo!.l-rgeois in origin; by la:·r every company has 
to have the sarne officials. \·!hen the "Society for .4.:nglo-Chinese Understanding11 

placed the HO:rcl '!Limited 11 after its rH;;me and. caused a £in or sce.ndal, it was in 
fact doing nc more :!'ationaJ.ise its trur:l position, and indeed 11limited" 
would have serve,i in many cases to define the exact degree of representation a.nd 
allegiance to the t-rorking class represented by such ty:pes of organisation, the 
alleged "inher-ited ;v-o.:cking class tradit:io11sn beloved of the :!'evisionists. 

However, it is true that subjectiYe class thinking is different in conditions 
of "left" masked oou:rgeois democracy, because it a central part of this 
structure that the agents within the \<IOrki:c_g cla.ss novemen t, the trotskyi tes, 
revisionists, etc~ should lead the 1...-orkers to reject any Leni~1ist plans for 
organising indepencie:r..tly of the bou:r-geois x·efo:rrnist struoture 9 aTld that it is 
made very diff'icul t for \>'Orkers to come :1nto con "tact :vi th Leninist ideas. The 
apparent and :rela~ive '1£:::-eedom" fx·or:1 direct dictatorship (i.e4 concealed dictator
ship - it is ah-mys 11 someone else" · .. rho goes to gaol on a de,;w.nstration, not 
"me" or 11all of usn) also acts as a powe1·ful reinforcement of reformist ideas 
and strengthens the illusions, stimulated day in, day ou.t by the media of 
ca.pi tal, piped bto Harking class homes ~;y tele,Tision and tabloid~ 

Hoivev'er, the t:;::·uth about the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie cannot for ever 
be concealed. The F:r·ench rnili tart r::oYsment, after the events of Hay 1968, is 
nolv lear!1ing that lesson as it beE;ins to o:rge.nise under illegal conditions, 
imposed '·lithout varning, consultation or vote in a sing}e nig..'lt of "emergency 
powers", a:nd a simil '1r fate is inevi ta~Ie in the ne\.; corporately organised 
Europe of the monopo1 ies under the :reign of the para-nil i ta!"J police forces and 
the plans to inpose a brutal repression in readiness for expected future inter
imperialist battles. Imperialism in cur time can~ot fight the inter-imperialist 
war,-.rhich ultimately be0ornes essential for its cc:1-vinu.ed oxiste.nce without 
first c:reating a fascist form of po<;er - fo::- only tl:e most ex'1;reme forms of 
pressure, ideol o,rical anc. ecol10r::ic, tdll i;lduce an;;.· mass of ·.wrke::cs to fight in 
a third V.'orl d t v.rar. 

\lfe face, the:refore. the p:roblen of dast:coying a state app:arat'J_s i.vhich is 
highly ce'ntralised a~·.d has a pt7vlerf•ll netvc::-k of penetration throughout the 
whole of societyo Th.e party of the ' . .,-orking class m'..lst ce an. even mightier weapon 
than the centralisation and discir,line of the bct..rgeoisie and its armed might 
if \ve are to vdn. T'ne Leninist dictum that the -.;orking class has only one weapon, 
one power v.nde:r capital ism, its pci·Jer t.:: o::cganise, is the most profound key to 
the organisatior. of the Leninist :p::tr1:y. vii thou~:; this party, all the spontaneous 
struggle thro>vn up i:;y capi talisr:1 1v:ill be dashed against the rocks a.Tld worn down • 

I 
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Genuine revolutionaries will therefore put their adherenpe to th!= principle of 
building the Leninist party first - for the struggle to achieve pm.rer will not 
advance one step until a general staff which is capable o;f preventing the 
capture of the working class by its capitalist enemy fro;:~. within has been 
constructed, end for this purpose it is necess~j that only the most dedicated, 
the most developed cadres Hill stand the test, as command of an army in struggle 
cannot be carried out by part-time amateurs. In Lenin's >·rords; 

"It is far more difficuJ t to vripe out a doze::: uise nen than a hundred 
fools" (V.I. Lenin: ibid.; p.335), 

the 11bundred fools 11 being those,devotees of the revidons and reforms of "Narxism11 

of the hundred disguises. 

The Leninist theOT'J is thus that the 11revolutionar;'l bacilli 11 , the highly 
trained revolutionaries 'iho come initially mainly from ·the· pe.tty ... bou:i;'geoide 
and camP. to embrace the work~rs cause, drm<lin&' to them developed worker revolution-
ar:ies, must create a highly centralised organisation ~;J:ich will, :r:egardlusn ui anj 
apparent lull in the intensity of strur;gle, maintain its structure and 
cisciplined organisation. Thus a basic dialectical relationship is created 
vhereby at times \·rhen the party ).cads the greatest nu.ober of forces, :j. t must 
tighten up its organisation as a result in order to pr<:lvent seepage qf bourB'eois 
influence and the ;vatering down of the line of the party from below: 

"H'e must t-rork at foming a militant orp-anisa.tion and conducting ,Political 
agitation even in 'drab' and peaceful conditions, and even in the period of 
'declining revolutionary spirit'. More than that, it is precisely in such 
conditions and in such a pe;riod that tP.is 'vork is necessary, because in the 
moment of outbreaks and outbursts it will be too lata to set up an organisa..,. 
tion. The oreanisation must be ready in ower to be able to develop its 
activity inmediately." (V.I.LenitH "Where to Begin" in Col. \-larks• FLF.tr 
Moscow 1961: p.l9). 

'J,Tie capitalist. class is or5anising in readiness for the strife it knot-m i k 
systefll must .b:ring~ · He must pit our superlative strength· against theirs 1 a 
battle the proletariat :i,s historically des~ined to t-rin, The LE1nil1ist principle 
of ;the;. indep~ndence of the working class lies at the root of the struggle to 
liberate that class. Independence of organisation signalises the ooving into 
f,ittack against monopoly capital, that class ;.rar has begun in earnest, that tho 
vrorking class has cast off the umhilical cord tnat tied it ,.n thin the capitalist 
oystem, and has risen to face the enemy in attack, not from within, but a:r,ai!!E.:~ 
the capitalist class to be(Sin its >tar from the ba,sc areas of organisation, prin
cipled unity and armed revolutionary strength. 

Party and Class 

Lenin came into conflict "~<ri th numerous opportunists throughout the long 
2trugrrle to defend his principles of par.ty organisation and to refine, the concnpt 
of the party as leader of the mass movement but distinct from it, and in opposing 
the concept of a mass party which -...ras of the essence of the now. social demo
cratic movements, primarily of He stem Europe. This party was constructed. 
so as to raise the level of the \VOrking masses and not, in the socJ.ul 
democratic manner, to 'bring all developoent dmm to the average, and it is 
-therefpre the primary concept of such a party that its building takes place from 
the to:P · dovm, not from the bottom up: 

11 ~ •• our ver;;r first and most imperative duty i[; to help to train \-fOrking 
class revolutionaries \·rho vrill be on the sar:1e level in ree-~rd t.o .. :r.a.r.ty 
_act~_yi_!y_ as the revolutionaries from aoongst the intellectuals ••• Therefc!'e 
attention must be devoted J2.~ipcipall;l:..J.£...E.~Sing the ivOrlcers to the level 
of revolutionaries; it is not at all our task to descend to the level of 
the •·,·rorking nasses 1 as the Economists ,.Jish to do, or to the level of the 
1 averase i-!Orker 1 , ••• ". (V.I. Lenin; "Hhat is to be :Jone'f!t, !1·343) • 

·' 
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"Perhaps the only attempt to anal:tse the concept bureacracy is the dis-
tinction· drawn in the new Iskra , ~·. bet\·reen the 1 forrrtal democratic 

·principle' • • • . and the 'formal bureaucr1!!.:h9_principle 1 .-;;~ The latter 
strive to proceed from the bottom upward, and, therefore, whenever possible 
and as far as possible, uphold autonomism, a 'democracy' .which is carried 
(by the over zealous) to the point of anarchism. The former strive to 
proceed from the top downward, and uphold an extension of the rights and· 
powers of the centre in respect to the parts. 11 (y,r. Lenin: 11 0rte Step · 
Forvuird, '1\vo Steps Back"; p.624). . · 

. And, on the question of the party and its relationship to the. other 
Horking class organisations, in clear distinction to the generally accepte,d. 
amorphous :•uni ty of the left 11 of revisionism: 

i 

"The centralisation of the most secret functions in an organisation of 
revolutionaries will not diminisll, but rather increase the ext~nt and • , 
quality of the activity of a large number of other organisatiops 1r1h,.ich are 
intend~d for a broad public and are therefore as lopse and as non-secret a~ 
possible, such .as workers' trade unions, workers' self-education circles 
and p;ircles for reading illegal literature, socialist and als<( d~mocratio .' 
circles among all other s~ctions of the populati9n etc, etc, We qlUst haye 
such ci:rqles, trade unions and organisati~ns ~yerywhere in as larAA a .. 
number as possible and with \;he widest variety of functions;. bqt .it wo4j.l,l . 
be ~bsurd and dangerous to confuse them wi~h th~ organisation of revolution· 
aries, to obli terata the border-line between them, to dim still more the -

· Inal3aes' already incredibly ha~y appreciation of the faqt, "Ghat in order to 
•serve' the mt;tss movement we must have people who will devote th,emselve~ 
exclusively to Social Dm!locratic activities, and that fiUCh people mj.l~t 
train themselves patiently and steadfastly to bEj! professions+ revol utiormries. 11 

(V.I. !.renin: "What is to Be Done?", p.)38). · , 

"\<!hen I say that the Party should be a J!l.l!!!! (and not a mere ari tl)metical 
sUp'!., but a ~omplex) of -~~ations, does that mean that I •confuse 1 th~ 
concepts fa:rty and organisation? Of coul'se not. ~ thereby express clearly 
~nd precisely my wish, my demand, that the Party, as the vangu~ of the class, 
should be as £rganised as poss~ble, that the Party should ~it to its ranks 
only such elements f!.S lend themselves to at lea;_sj; a mini;ffiu~ CJ.f or&"~is~ti,on. 
I1y opponent, on the contrary, want!;J to lumE tos-ether organr-sed elements and 
unorgani~E7d elements in the Party, those \fhh submit to direction and those· 
who !lo not, the advBl'lced a11d tht;l incorrigibl¥ backward - for the corrigibly 
back\-lard 111ay join the organisation. J]l~confusion is indeed dangerous, 11 

(V.I. Lenin: "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back"; p.468)f 

, ••• ~ the stronger our Party organ:i,.sations consisting of real Social 
~emocrats are, and the less wavering and instability there is within the 
Party, the broader, the more varied, the richer and more fertile will be 
the influence of the Party on the elements of the working class masses 
surrounding it and guided by it. After all , the Party, as the van·guard of 
the working class, must not be confused with the entire class, •• , precisely 
because there are differences in degree of consciousness and degree of 
activity, .a distinction must be made in r,legree of proximity to the Party." 
(V.I. Lenin: ibid.; P•470-l). 

However, Lenin stressed that he was not dogmatically proposing a form of 
organisation vd thout question : 

+ 

·"It should not be thought that Party organisations must consist solely 
of professional revolutionaries. \-le need the most diversified organisations 
of ever;/ type, rank and shade, from extremely nar:rm,; and secret organisa
tion~ to very broad, free,'lose Organisationen'+. This is such an appare11t 
and self -evident truth that I considered it unnecessary to dwell upon it. 11 

(V.I. Len in: ibid. ; p. 4 7 4) , 

Broad, loose organisations • 
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He outlined the structure of the Party and its relationship tc broad class 
organisations as follovts 

111 Factory circles ••• are particularly i:;1portant to us: after all, the 
main strength of the movement lies in the organisation of the vTorkers in 
the large mills, for the large mills (and factories) contain the predominant 
part of the \vorking class, not only as to numbers but even more as to 
influence, development and fighting capacity. Every factory must be our 
fortress •••• The factory sub-committee should endeavour to embrace the 
'"hole factory, the largest possible number of the ,,.orkers, by a network qf 
all kinds of circles ••• All groups, circles, sub-committees, etc. should. 
enjoy the status of committee institutions, , or branches of a committee. 
Some of them \<fill openly announce their vlish to jo;in the Russian Social 
Democratic Labot:r Party, vill take upon themselves definite functions ••• , 
will undertake to obey the orders of the Party organs, -vlill receive the 
~ame right~ as all PartY- membei~.' will be regarded as immediate candidates 
for membership in the committee, etc. Others ,!!_ill not jo_in the RSDLP, 
and will have the status of circles formed by Party members or associated 
with one or other Party group, etc.'" (V.I. Lenin: Letter to a Comrade, 
quoted in: ibid.; p.476,..477). 

":Uepending on degree of organisation in general and degree of secrecy 
of organisation in particular, roughly the following categories may be 
distinguished: 1) organisations of revolutionaries; 2) organisations of 
workers as broad and as varied as possible (I confine myself to the vrorldng 
class, taking it as self-evident that, under certain conditions, certain 
·elements of other classes will also be included here). ?nese two catego~ies 
·constitute the Party. Further, 3) organisations of HOrkers which are assoc ... 
iated with the Party; 4) organisations of \vorkers vlhich are not associated 
with the Party but actually submit to its control and direction; 5) unorgan
ised elements of the working class ,dh~ also come partly UI1der the direction 
of the Social Democratic Party, at any rate during the big manifestations of 
the class struggle." (V.I. Lenin: ibid.; P•478). 

"To forge·t the. 'distinction between the va.ngua.rd and the whole of the ma~ses 

I 

gravitating tov1ards ,it, to forget the· vanffil.a~dt s constant duty of raising ever I 
wider sections to its own advanced level, means· ~imply to deceive oneself• tp 
.shut one t s eyes to the il'llJllensi.ty of qur tasks, ,and to narrow down t}:lese taska •" 11 
(V.I.Lenin: "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back" in Col. Works,Vol.7; Hos.l961f:P•26l). 

Thus tve see that the concept of a "mess card-carrying party" applied by 
the majority of corrur.unist parties in countries with a large working class move ... 
tlent is not in accord with Leninism, in so far as its basic unit, the cell, ~s 
composed of an ill-fitted assorted level of understanding of which the lowest 
common denominator is the only unifying factor and which is, through its system 
of open membership by application, largely uncontrollable. 

It is, of course, true that,Lenir. occasionally made reference to the 
specific conditions in the then bourgeois d-emocratic movements of the western 
capitalist countries which were different in so far as the conspiratorial type 
of. struggle conducted in Russia could be dispensed with and a more open type of 
structure adopted, especially appertaining to the relationships between trade 
unions and, party where these \-:ere both legally existine, for in Russia trade 
unions themselves v1ere illegal. Hovrever, this \vas a mere refinement of the 
basic principles of the Leninist Party and \·ras not intended for one moment to 
imply that the structure of the party, its methods of recruitment, its security, 
its relationships \vi th the class, were different. And the distinctions t,.;hich 
applied in Lenin 1 s day have to a large extent been \viped out since the coming to 
full fruition of monopoly capital's terrorist wing, the corporate state and 
fascism. (e.g. l~azi Germany and fascist Italy, models for the organisation of 
capitalism in its period of heightened crisis). For the dividing line betvreen 
legal and illegal is noH very thin, and the knmvledge that moi1o:pol;r ca:pi tal can 
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strike and decimate a worker's ~ovement at one blow when it has been lulled into 
slack method~ by a facade of "freedom to organise" has made Harxist•Leninists in 
the present phase acutely m-rare ·of the need to ustand ready 11 • 

. HO\'lever, even in the conditions of "relative freedom" appertaining in Germany 
in the early 1900s, with its largE~ legal labour I!lovement, Lenints fundamental 

· principles \'lere seen to apply eql,lallya 

"Take the Germans, It will not 'Qe denied, I hop~, that their organisation 
embraces the cro,.,..d, that in Germany everything proceeds from the qrowd, that 
the working class movement there hafl learn~d to walk. Yet observe }\ow this 
vast crowd of millions values its •cio~en• ·t;rie·d politioSl leaders, how firmly 
it clings to them 1 ••• the Germans only smile .with cqntempt at ••• demagogic 
attempt~ to set the 'crowd' against the •leaders•,·to arou~e bad and 
lllllhit:j.ous .instincts in the form~r, and to rob the'movement of its solidity 
and stability by undermining tpe confidence of the masses in thei::r 'dozen wise 
men'. Pol:t tical thinking is already sufficient+y dev~loped a,mong the Germans, 
and they have accumulated sufficient political experience to understand that 
\fi thout the 'dozen • tried an4 .talE;,nted lea,(lera .o. • • prof~ssionally tl,"ained, 

· schooled b~ 1 ortg experience ~d working ill perre9t 'harmony, no class in 
· mpdern f.!Oc'iety · oan \vage a determin~d struggle •·" (V.I. Lenim. "What is to Be 
Don~?", p.332). ·. . .. · ... · . 

. ·.· . Just as the bou:r:-geoisie trains· it~ poli ticiaqs throuBh publ +c schools, 
mili~~ academies, etc •. tC> work in h,~on;y on beh&lf of their class. so muat 
proletar~an l,eaders be trained. for t~ei:r strugglE;l~ · · · 

.. The COnCept ,Of. the J?rof~SSi(irtal fE;lVOlUtiOnary ~aft;Y 'VTa~:. applied .. tO: the . n,eed · .. 
~o find work~rs who were 9apabJ_e of Pa.I'tY 'torJc and 1;() take them from tllceir 
places of work and train them to. ;reflect the wider ta~ks' of the Pa.rty• 

"Look ·at tl~e Germanss · they l').ave a hund:r;-ed t:lme.a more ,forces than we have • 
. But they understand perfEil ctly wdl that the . • average • d<;>e s not too freq,
uent:J.y promote really capable a,gitatorliJ, etc. f:rom it~ rooks, · Tl,at is why 

.. they iinmef].i~tely try to place every oap~ble \•IOrJcing. man in, pUQh .ccmqi tiona EJS 
· wi;l.l enable hirn to develop and apply his abilities to the·utmost1 ha is made 
a profesa;ional a.gi tator, he is encouraged to widen the f;J.eld of his. activity. 
t o .' s prea ~ :rt· from one factory to the who~e of the indus try, frof!l one 
loca;ti ty .to the whole country • He acquires exper;J.enoe and de*teri ty in his 
pr()tession, he broaden~ his outl()o}l;: and inpreases }lis knowleP,ge, he observes 

. at close quarters the prominent' political leaders from other localities and 
of other parties, he strives to rise to their level and QombinE;, within him .. 
sel.f the knowled~ of working class envi;ronment and fresipless of' socialist 
cQnvictiems with professipnal skill witpout whioh the· proletariat oannot 
wage ·a stubborn struggle against its exo.ellentl.y trained enemies • .·~,, A 
worker-agitator who is at all talented and 'promising' must not be left to 
work e+even hours. a day in a factory, We m~st ~range tha~ he be 'maintained 
by the · Pe;rty, ·. that he may go underground in goo~ time, that he chan~ the 
place of his activity, otherwise he .will notenlar~ his expe::rienoe," (V.I~ 

· Lenini ibid,; p,)45). 

These words of Lenin illustrate most clearly hpw f'ar the Communist Parties of 
Western ~uro~ deviated from Lenini:;lt principles almost· from the outset •. · For it 
became, from 1935 onwards (prior to.this turning point the Executive Committee 
of' the Communist Interna-tional had found it necessary to intarvene continually in 
an attempt to correct the persistent .soQial democl,"'atic back13liding of' sections 
of the leaderships of' all t}le \-lest European Communist Parties) • the essence of 

. communist industrial work that a communist agitator ahould sta,y.put at his job 
and OVer the years win the confidence Of his fellow WOJ,"'kers aa part of the 
sta,tic quantitative plans to build mass parties large enoq.gh· to participate in 
the bourgeoi13 electoral rronti And it was, of' course, the fundamental concep
tion behind the Leninist Party, tjlat of the strict. discipline and organisational 
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independence of this Party from capital that was misunderstood. For the inter
pretation of struge-le as a static quantitative rise with an undifferentiated 
membership striving after "power through votes" in factories as in elections, 
resulted from copying boureeois methods and social democratic labour movement 
initiative, and led in the end in Britain to the virtue] nisbanding of the 
factory branches by Executive Cqnmittee decision in 1945, surely the end of any cla:im 
to a Leninist Party. 

On the basis of a Leninis~ analysis, what should be our strategy and tactics 
in industrial struggle? 

In order to achieve sccialist ~evolution the Harxist-Leninist party must \vin 
the leade~ship of the major trade unions, i.e. those large blocks of working 
class strength which fore the basis of the present economic system and the 
foundation of the future socialist system. 

It must win the leadership of these armies :j.n the field to the exclusion of 
all other political influence ~ it cannot be anywhere near to the transi tipn to 
socialism if the final vo·te on whether to hold a general strike or not (the 
general strike being a necessa!'y preliminary to the sei~ure of pm·Ter) can be 
"democratically decided" by va+ious non-communist elements representingbourgeois 
influence in one or another disguise, Present social democratic practice allows 
the union leaderships to decide "against" any strike that may have got off the 
ground and be proceeding apace, sioply by a 11democratic vote" to "call it off", 
Whilst such a safety valve exists in the form of non-communist bourgeois influence 
the unions do not belong firmly with~n the land armies of the sociali$t 
revel uti on. 

;rn Russia the Bolsheviks achieved such successes beca,use they both buH t and 
therefore e~eroised leadership over the u.11ions. This basic question of working 
class power is not something distinc~ from practice in a capitalistically 
developed country., on the qontra.ry, the ~deal of Russian practio,e has to be 
attained. We also m~st build and exe~9ise leadership of the trade uqions, other~ 
wise it will be impossible. to win victozy. .How do vle attempt to Vfin this 
hegemony? By working within unions as the revisionist party did, surreptitiously 
creeping into the leading positions, and hoping to remain there unnoticed? This 
would mean that it is possible to 11 t;t>ansform from vrithin". At their leisure the 
ruling class quietly beheads all such "~ttempts at seizing the reins of capitalist 
leadership",· 

vle ahc;mld aim. to pene;;:rate tl\e trade union frame1.-rork novr virtually tied 
within the embryo corporate state from independent bases of struggle to achieve 
the polarisation of ~he trade uni¢ns be~ween corrupt leadership and worki:pg 
class rlemb~rship, ·~he independent bases representing the pew alternative .class 
leadership to that of the bourgeoisie l'rhich openly propagate the revolutionary 
al~ernative. We must encour~e all 11grass roots 11 moves by the working class to· 
break free from social d·emocracy, and provide leadership in these spontaneously 
devE)loping embryos of independent organisations, whilst avoiding the sectarian 
error of setting up independent organ;isations before the task of exposing the 
labour lie\ltenants before sufficient workers to generate the new embryo organ
isations has been fulfil:j.ed, that is : a) "'hen the great majority of the 
members have been convinced by their own experience of the need to have an 
independent union; and b) Hhen they are convinced by their O'\-m experience that the 
bureaucratic machinery of the existing union cannot be used to transform the 
existing'union along the lines required, 

Thus, in the course of exposing social democracy, of fighting~o defend 
working class rights within the state-incorporated unions and through this 
convincing all honest workers of the impossibility of attaining evep their 
elementary economic demands by allegiance to the bourgeois controlled unions, 
the Harxist-Leninists ,.,ill first of all assist in the transformation of the 
bourgeois-dominated unions into genuine independent trade unions by exposing the 

I . 
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labour lieutenants before the working Cl!l~S. bas"e, and _s,ip.~ by ,side \Vi th thi,s '. . . -. 
action will bring into being the gent?-ine indeperi9-en~ .. tt'Fl~e: u:nJon,s, the. Red T;l.'aoe ) . 
Uriiona firmly under the hegemony of. the Harxist-I,en:tnis1;. party_. In . .th:i,,s way 

alone can the groundbase of socialism be achieved in_a.,pi@ly developed 
monopoly capitalist country. Ho other path lies open_ except· that which e?Cists 
in the escapist dreams of the refom~sts and the :r;evisionists.-

The CPGBtJ long-term strategy was one of "winning positions in the unions" by 
placing its cadres in key centres and building support ip. a long term fight· for 
control of th'e union by normal voi;ing methods, an exact compliment to the · ·· 
parliamentary strategy of 11 tranEJforming from wi thip. 11 • The qffshoot of this. 
policy wa.'s that it ·limited the field of work purely lvithin the realm of ~rade 
union matters, i.e. social democl;'e,tic politics, and allowed the overall political 
initiative to 'remainfirmly within the control of soc,~al democracy whilst the 
CPGB workers were banned, not only fr()Jil open membership as communists, but alsp 
from ref,rring to 11politi!=ll3", As Lenin had already discovered, it is precisely 
the 'tiask of. cpmJl1unists to break down this econom~st grip which ties t:Qe wo:rkers 
within the fraJIJ.ework of capitalisl!l and bring them to the stage of independent 
revolutionary political action, . Tied within tte consi;ricting frameylOrk of 
i;heir policy towa.::r;-ds. trade unions, the CPGB S\V'ung helplessly from immediate 
dema.rid to· immediate demand, 1'-ta tactical, swingJ3 f:requently repoundiztg back on it 
e:nd, qiscret;li ting the communist work p;recisely because ~t was in the helple~s < . 
po~:i,.tion of advocat:l,.ng a sporita.Ileous reliance on legal forms o.f struggle as the 
mep~Qr of:revo1utiQ!la:ey oharige.. The E.T~U, election catf!.strophy of 54-5 w~s b¥t 
an example. of the imposs:ibili ty of genuinely wiri:dilg l.Da:lerilhip by u~ing the met:ttods 
of th~.bourge9isie; the election 13ystem neavily weiehted in favour of the :r~ing 
state pow~r from the beginning. · ' 

· On ~he· basis of Leninism, we must theref((re e:nspre that our industr~a.i c~res 
are trained with the. care which Lenin pra.is~q in the· German workers' movement, 
am~ that • they a9hieve . a widening. of the understan¢ling of workers further thQ.n . 
the' na:cy<;>'\'1 confines of their p;Lace of work. It is the:se cadres who will take . 
1;h& leacl in mobilising the industrial. prolet~riat to fulfil their role as the. 

most 'steeled vanguard of the comingproletartan united f+ont from below, th~ 
Red Front, · · · · 

Hembership Pur&!,a 
r , - r - . , f f , 

To carry through the vast endeavour of building the instrument for revolu~ 
tion·in the hea,~tlanQ.s of imperialism, that Party which must be 11!3. Jllilitant 

.. p(:l.rty, a rev·olutionary party, one bold enough to leaQ. the prole ta:da t in the 
struggle for power, sufficiently experienced to find it~ bearings amidst the 
complex conditions of a revolutionary situation, and sufficiently flexible 
to steer .clear of all submerged rocks in the patP. to its goal11(Sta1in), tha~ is, 
adequate to deal wit~ the most perfected state apparatUQ of oppression yet 
knoWn in history, i;he concentrated might of monopoly capital in the era of its 
f;i.rifl]. fight to rEltain hegemon,y, it is es~?ential that the firmest and most . . · 
principled ba~e be laid, and that this singieness of purpose is maintained py 
all the elements in the Party against the eons1;ant onslaught waged by the 
capitalist class to weaken its ranks. It was Lenin who first recognised the 
need.for this.fundamental measure of control when he presented his Resolution to 
the 2nd Comintern Congressc 

· · "Co~u.nist Parties in those countries wnere communists carry on the_~ . 
work legally must from time to time undert9.ke cle·ansing (re-registration) 
of th~ membership of the party in order to get rid of any petty-b9urgeois 
elements which have crept in. 11 (V.I. Lenina Condition 14 of Affiliation 
Rules .to .the Communist International). · 

This requirement became a fu.ndamental :principle of Communist Int~rnational 
praotice.. · · · · · 

"The party ••• is the general staff of proletarian revolution, ·Unless 
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such an orgfllliaing and leading staff exists, the viotor;Y o,f the proletariat 
and the maintenance of power is imposaibl,e • Hence thq et~ormous importance 

·of party organisation, of unity of view an<l singleness of will, th.e strioi;est 
party disciplit~e and the expulsion f;rpm its ranks of a11 9pportunist and 
alien elements." (Statutes of the COl'Jl!ll\Ulist Internationa.la 191?)• 
The extent to which these principles were carried out in the actual practic~ 

of the western communist parties may be imagined trom their aupsequent degenera• 1· 

tion. They tended to utilise the purge m~thod as an act of self defence when 
contradictions had already overtaken them, and·. acoep~ance into the ~Offilllunist . • 
parties, via the mass produced form of entrance, enabl~d every ~;ind of trotsk;y'i te 
disrupter or bourgeois liberal to become bot~a fide members ~d fee<l the growing 
choru, against alleged "undemocratic disciplit~ary measures" ent?.cte<l by the · 
genuine communists in an effort to stem the slide to sooi~ democracy. The net 
result was the type or-bureaucratic distortion later encouraged by alld assisHng 
the modern revisionists in their efforts to a.reate unified political propaganda 
machines in the service of one or other imper1alist power grouping. ' 

· If we are to uphold Leninbm and build a party which can su;-vive the onslaught 
of the world bourgeo~sie, maintain ~e initiative in struggi~and remain a 
disciplined, cohesiv~ force with the utmost.steadff:!.stn~sa ~n p:rinciple but the 

.. m~imum flexibility in tactics, we must begin th~ control of membership by 
· a{lopting a candidate status for new. members. in order to ~ift th.e necessary 

steeled cadre force, and confipe the .l<;>ose a.pd formal recruitment teopniques of 
re;rtsionism' to the an~i-revolutionary .dustb~n wll:ere they. be;Long. 

· Fropaemda · \var · . . . . 

'!he ,Bolshevik Party, vi th its tightly organised fl\lcleqs 'l'Wrkin& in the 
.· illegal oond~ tiona of ~ussia, was. able to spea:rnead its $tt~ck .and let:td the mass 
. movement thrOUl;Sh the medium pf its·· newspaper' ·t · . 

''Pravda stood in tne centre .of the s~ggle .for tp.e pa;rty ~:rinciple, fpr 
.. the bui;Lding· up of a mass working class revolqtionacy :pal'ty • Pr~vda rallied 

the le~ly existing. organisations aro1,Wd Jhe il;J.egal c~ntrf:!S o~ the 
.Bolshevik Party and directed the working' 9~ass moy~ment toward~ one def:i,nite 
aim - preparation for revolution .• " (''Histoz;y of the CPSU(l3)'~• Short Course, 
l'Ioscow FLPH 1~51, :p.?38). 

The newspaper was seen as an o:rg~iser and ag;l. ta tor 13-round "btrih the broadest 
. mass of workers would gravi ~ate and :J,"eceive ideologi'ca;t trainirJg .without 

necessarily having to ·become Party members 1 · · 

"• •• I qontinue to insist that we oan start establishing real contacts 
only wi til the aid of a common nelfspapel'l, rls tHe oniy regul~, al'l .. Russia.p 
enterprise, which will f!ununa.rize tfle resul tfil "f the most diver~e forJlls of 
13-ctiVity ~d thereby stimulate people to m~ch forward untiripgly along all 

· the innumerable paths which lead to revolution in the same WaY as a~l roads 
· lead to Rome • 11 (V.I. Lenin: 11\Vhat is to Be Done?"' p.384) • 

"••• a newspaper is not only a collective propa·gandist and collective 
agitator, but also a collect~ve organiser." (V~lt Lenin& ibid.; p,379) .. 

. . 
"'Without a political organ, a polHioal movement desf.!rving tnat name i13 

inconceivable in modern Europe 1 , and in this respect Russia .must \J.l1doubtedly 
be included in modern Europe. The press has long ago become a power in our 
country,· otherwise the government would not !!pend tens of thousB.llds of 
roub~es to bribe it, •••• Hence, political exposures in themselves serve as 
a Pf>\'terful instrument for disintegx;atins: the system we oppose, a means for 
diverting from the enemy his c~sual or 'temporary allies, a means forSJl'E911ng en"' 
mvand distrust among the permanent partners of 1;he autoc~aoy H•"• (V.I~ 
Lenin: "ibid 11 

• ; p. 297 .. 9) • 

. Taking into account the illegal conditions of struggle he tJTote • 

.• 
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11 The active participation of the 1-ridest mass in the illegal press will 
not diminish because a 'dozen' professional revolutionaries centralise the 
secret functions connected 1d th this 1vork; on the contrary, it \·Till 
increase tenfold. In this way, and in this way alone, ,,fill He ensure that 
reading of illegal literature, \-Tri ting for it, and to some extent distributing 
it, 1-lill almost cease to be secret "t·lOrk, for the police 1-rill soon come to 
realise the folly and futility of setting the \Thole judicial and admini
strative machine into motion to intercept every copy of a publication that 
is being broadcast in thousands. This applies not only to the press, but 
to every function of the movement, even to demonstrations. The active and 
widespread participation of the masses will not suffer: on the contrary, 
it will benefit by the fact that a 'dozen' experienced revolutionaries, 
trained professionally no less than the police, vlill centralise all the 
secret aspects of the viork ••• 11

• (V.I. Lenin: ibid.; p.337-8). 

Lenin had to fight against many disruptive tendencies to achieve the simple 
goal of an all-Russian ne1·rspaper, for these reactionary elements were, as 
always, intent on their "democratic freedoms" to the exclusion of what is 
practical and had sought to prevent the birth of a centralised organ because it 
would be "undemocratic" and could not possibly reflect the diversity of views 
held within the revolutionary movement. This outspoken disruption lost the 
day and the Bolshevik Party achieved its single directing voice. 

In the illegal conditions of Russia the paper had great importance as a 
revolutionary media and became the lifeline on which to build ·~;he Bolshevik 
organisation. Hmvever, it is quite clear that in the present conditions of 
struggle in developed monopoly capitalist countries the means to combat the 
propaganda of capitalism need to be much more concentrated and developed. This 
is because capital has a vast distribution and advertising network built into 
it for the main purpose of creating markets for its commodities, but which 
serves the political purpose of conducting a relentless war to prevent workers 
from achieving clarity about their conditions of exploitation. This task has 

·been assisted by the development of television, a medium which succeeds in 
dominating the participant's leisure time, in the case of a \vorker that 
precious time away from the direct control of capital which he could otherwise 
put to revolutionary use. · · 

However, such a development must not be seen in isolation from class 
struggle as a whole. Fundamentally, of course, television is simply another 
weapon in the hands of the capitalists in the class war. It is also a means by 
vlhich millions of working people become a1.,rare for the first time of war in 

·Asia, Africa and Latin America, and on their own doorsteps. Additionally, the 
whole mi3dia industry of capitalism, newspapers especially, is being hit by the 
action of capitalist crisis ,.,hich makes millions of people less willing to 
pay dear for the cheaply written ideological blackmail dished up to them 
instead of daily bread as their search for the bread itself becomes more 
necessary. 

What is important is that ~his whole armoury assists capital in its battle 
to defeat the working class, and that a weapon of similar size does not as yet 
exist in the hands of the revolutionary vanguard. It is thus necessary for 
the vanguard party to take very seriously the claim of Lenin that a paper 
should be a "collective organiser11 , and to build upon this foundation a whole 
complex~of propaganda arms which will not leave one part of capital unchallenged. 
The GeTman Communi$t Party adopted a multi-faceted propaganda struggle of 
poster, leaflet, pres~, street theatre, political revue, and fought the verbal 
anr agitational '.Iar blmv for blow against German monopoly capital. The fulfil
ment of these tasks will require our revolutionary. initiative equally as it did 
the Bolsheviks in illegal conditions in Russia and the German Communist Party 
in their difficult struggle. 

One final comruent needs to be made on this subject. n1ere exists at present 

.• 



an alleged tta1ternative r:1edia to capitalism" 1 But this "alternative" posing under 
a "r-r-revolutionary 11 mask is motivated by the same production process as its 
larger capitalist bedfellows" These papers are consciously directed and launched 
by capitalist backers after they have calculated whether sufficient profit 
stands to be made. The fact that these papers are sold by young people allegedly 
"for the cause" and 11a small percentage of sale" does not deny their capitalist 

g ancestry and intentionso The existence of the profit motive so blatantly 
flauntedby self-s-cyled "revolutionary!t journals is an apt cornffient on the 
degeneration of the petty-bourgeois and working class movement in Britain, and 
the existence of a principled revolutionary press motivated by Marxist-Leninist 
scientific theory and devotion to its. cause could only act as a spark to kindle 
the barren'tinder of mean profit into a genuine mass readership for socialism. 

.. 

Proletarian Internationalism 

Two other principle Leninist tenets remain to be discussed in this section, 
although chronologically they do not occur specifically in the context of 
Lenin's "What is to be Done? 11

• However, as the lack of understanding of these 
principles just as much as of the others we have discussed lies at the roots of 
revisionism our analysis will not be complete without an assessment. 

At the Second Comintern Congress, dealing with the tasks of the Communist 
Parties in imperialist cou.>J.tries, Lenin said: 

"A particularly explicit and clear attitude on the question of the 
colonies and the oppressed peoples is necessary for the parties in those 
countries where the bourgeoisiepossesses colonies and oppresses other 
nations. Every Party ••• is obliged to expose the tricks and dodges of 'its' 
imperialists in the colonies, to support every colonial-liberation movement, 
not merely in words but in deeds, to demand the expulsion of their own 
imperialists from these colonies, to inculcate among the workers of their 
country a genuinely fraternal attitude to the working people of the 
colonies and the oppressed nations and to carry on systematic agitation 
among the troops of their country against any oppression of the colonial 
peopleso" (Vol. Lenin: Condition 8 for Affiliation to the Communist International) . 

The programme of the CPGB "For a Soviet Britain", adopted in 1935, continued 
to maintain a correct theoretical position in relation to the fundamental principles of 
Marxism-Leninism: ~he teachings concerning the need for the violent overthrow and 
destruction of. the capitalist state machine; the necessity for the erection of a state 
embodying the democratic dictatorship of the working class; and the role of the 
Marxist-Leninist party as the vanguard of the workiru:t class •. This, in the main, was 
also the case with that section of tbe programme which was concerned with outlining 
the relations which would exist between the colonial countries of the British Empire 
and a future socialist Britain: 

"After taking power, the British \vorkers' Councils will immediately 
proclaim the right of all countries now forming part of the British Empire 
to compl.ete self-determination up to and including complete separation. The 
British \vorkers' Councils will hand over, free of charge, all docks, build
ings, raih¥ays~ factories • • etc~, that have been constructed from the sweat 
and blood of the colonial workers and peasants. 11 ("For a Soviet Eri t.ain"; 

.Adopted at the XIII Congress, 1935; Part 4: Towards World Socialism). -

However, in the course of the period leading up to and especially following after ·~ 
world war two, the::ce began to develop certain more-or-less serious weal<Jlesses in the • 
mode of app~ication of these fundamental principles - weaknesses which, objectively, 
served to open the floodgates of revision:Lst degeneration. These wealmesses reflected, 
generally -speaking, the disgu.ised revisionist forDulations of the 7th World Congress of 
the Communist International held in 1935, as well 8$ the unconscious and all-pervasive 
influence of indigenous reformist thinkin>. 

The main revisionist degenerative tendency for which the 7th World Congress was 
responsible t.;ras the substitution of the correct :revolu+ionarv tactical urinciole of 
"united front from belm·r" for the opportunist one of 'united. front from~ above~'. 2 In the --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 • i.e. 7 Days, Black D;..;arf, Red Tllole etc. and the 11 underground 11 fringe. 
2 • For a full ex·olane.tion of these tHo types cf united :f'ront oove:nent see "Report of the 

CC of the l>fiO:B on the Origins of Hod ern Revision ism" and '1Theses on United Front 
Tacticsn~ 
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particular political conditions prevailing in Britain at that time, however, it was, 
from the point of viei·l of inner-party tactical considerations, not possible for the 
revisionist majority in the leadership of the CPGB already existing at that time to 
put forward a policy specifically seeking to reach agreement with the Labour Party, 
since the long-standing bans and proscriptions of the latter against the former 
militated against this perspective. Lacking, therefore, a political situation and 
climate within which the application of the opportunist policy of "united front from 
above 11 would be viable, the revisionist majority found other political and program
matic channels through which, by encouraging revisionist degenerative tendencies, 
they could serve their imperialist masters. By 1951, these had come to be expressed 
through the one-sided accentuation of the "special features 11 

- so beloved of the rev
isionist seeker after "national roads to socialism" ~Jhich "fully take into account the 
national peculiarities of the given ~ountry" - associated with the British Empire. 

The "broad front"movements which flowed from the programmatic line adopted 
at the 7th World Congress of the c;r. were not firmly rooted in the working class and 
were therefore penetrated by petty bourgeois elements prey to all kinds of chauvinist 
prejudices. It was these "broad front" movements which acted as the lTl.ain recruiting 
ground for liberal elements joining the CPGB and hence as a main s~ng ground for 
revisionist ideology. The CPGB finally succumbed co"'Tlpletely to the o.J.tright revision .. 
ist formulations concerning relations with the colonies adopted i:t:l the "British Road 
to Socialism" in 1951: 

"The enemies of Communism declare that the Communist Party, by underhand 
subversive means, is aiming at the destruction of ••• the British Empire. But it 
is a lie •••• " 

.. "All relations between the peoples of the present Empire which are based on polT" 
itical, economic and military enslavement must be'ended, and replaced by relations 
based on full national independence and equal rights. 

Only by this means can Britain·be assured of the normal supplies of the vital 
food and raw material, necessary for her economic life obtaining them in equal 
exchange for the products of British industry, needed by these countries for their 
own economic development. · 

This would provide the basis for a new, close, fraternal association of the 
British people and the liberated people of the Empire." (The BritisqRoad to Social
ism, 1951: ~·11-12). 

Thus an error of fundamental principle, an error of strategy, manifested· 
itself in the negation of proletarian internationalism and a neo-colonial viewpoint. 

It is a fundamental strategic task of the Marxist-Leninist Party in an 
imperialist country to build unity between the proletariat of that country and 
the workers and peasants of the underdeveloped areas of Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. This is the vital struggle which opposes the imperialist strategy of 
divide and rule and guides and concentrates the vast force of the workers and 
peasants of the world in a comprehensive plan of action striking concentrated blows 
at the ~mperialist enemy at all stages of the struggle. 

The duty of ¥~rxist-Leninists to remove the social~chauvinist base which 
imperialism has so painstakingly built into the heart of the metropolitan working 
class is abundantly clear. In America the black question, in France the Algerian 
question, in Germany under the fascist heel the Jewish question, in :Britain today 
the race question, prove how vital to the successful achievement of socialist 
revolution is the strategy on social-chauvinism and its eradication. In Britain it 
is the emergence of the Irish national liberation struggle right on the doorstep of 
British imperialism which, more than any other issue, will bring about this revolu
tionary awakening providing that Marxist-Leninists give correct leadership. This would 
be a vital beginning in the field of work to build anti-imperialist solidarity, 
leading ~o the eventual establishment of anti-imperialist solidarity committees in 
the factories. From the small beginnings of today until the time, as Lenin predicted, 
when the Marxist-Leninist Party engages in anti-imperialist struggle within the 
armed forces of the capitalist state itself- and this armed force turns its guns 
on capital - this remains one of the most vi tal consideration~ of work in.,an 
imperialist country. 

Of course, the question of solidarity between the proletariats of the 
developed imperialist countries is a vital question now thrown into high relief 

I 
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by the growth and consolidation of the 11 CO!:ID\On l·!arket '' • ?:.1rou@1 the action oJ: 
their o1m inevitable laws of centralisation and incret.sing I!lOn~pol;i.sntion of 
capital the irlperialists of ',ieste:rn Europe have been f~rced to band together ip 
an effort to carve out for themselves fu:-ther spheres of imperialist influence 
in ccmpetiticn with their rival, u.s. imperialis~. In so doing~ they have 
created the conditions vihereby the \·rorkers of :Britain, France, Germany, Hollan<.)., 
etc·. have no alternative but to join in comJ:lOn trade 1.mion organisations ca:!)i.:lble 
of battling· with the European co::-porate capitalist 'bosses. For so j 1ng isolated 
~>nd pursuing narrm1 sectarian economic interests Hi thin tne fram~unrk of their 
"ovm" imperialism, the Harkers of Europe are nm·r bein~ drmm into a ~onunon 
front of economic struggle. :Because the aims of the corpprate European imperialists 
go beyond the mere econonic and involve every ,,_,orker in the question of f\}Xtherinc 
"the political future of Europe 11 there is every hope th,a.t the political under
standing and invol veoent of the European proletariat, viqich nov1 includes those 
propertyless "inunigran t vmrb·J:rs" from Turkey, Algeria, Yueoslo.via \·;ho ~o fully 
fulfil the requirements of Harx' s definition of a vtorking ((lass in ap f~r as 
they have literally nothing to lose but their cha;Lns, and at least their ovm 
families to gain and their elementary right to converse. in their O'l'm language to 
.win, will make good in giant strides the transi i;ion. to full poli tioQJ. S.\'lareneso 
of their might as proletarians after the decades o.f fi~lf .. intere~ted economic 
iso~ation 'vi thin the confines of latter-day imperialism. · 

The full al-rakening of genuine proletarian ;i.nt~~nationa.J,.i~m at last 'begins 
to appear on the horizon of history. 

If.le<?:~.£:::-..£.!. Stru~ 

· He cannot progress very far unless we ha-ve a \oTOrkable arm.lysis of thil"! 
sphere of propaganda -vrork and place it in its correct perspective acoorqing to 
the positions adopted by Lenin. His view ,.;as as follol·rs s · 

"T'ne Communists in '\festern Europe and .A.taerice. must learn to create a 
· new, unusual, non-opportunist, non:.careerist parliamentl;tr~sm" ('"IJcft~\Jing' 

Communism"; La\\rrence lc \iiohart, London 1947; p.78) . · 
11 t.."to proletariat must train its mm prol-etarian 'class :polii;icians' v1ho 

l'Iill be as skilled as the bourgeois politicians" ( "Left-\>fing Co!TU'lJtmis!'ll"lP•Pl) 

to le~n to 

"talk to the people" ( 111 Left-\ling 1 Coramunipm", p. 70) 

"not in the least to strive to 'get seats' in pro"lli,a~n1;, but every\.;he;r-e 
to rouse the thoughts of the masseo and dra'tr them i:nto struB'r;le" (:i~id. J p, 78). 

He speaks of the necessity for a Earxist-Leninist to be a 

ntribune of the people" ("vlhat is to Be Dopt??"J p, 289) 
able to 

111 go runong all classes of the population' as theor~ticia~s, as propagandists, 
as agitators and as o:rgani sers • 11 (ibid, ; p. 290). 

"To bring political knmdedge to the 'lrrorkerl!, the. Social Democrats muGt iS£.. 
· §ll..£:;:;JL_all. classe_s of th~ J?.C?..E.~lat_i..£!l, must despatQh units of their arr.w in &l 
di_!ections. 11 (Ibicl.; p.287-8), . 

in order "to Hin 
11branch after branch from the bcur~o~. 1

' 1Left-Uing' Comn.uniem11
, p. 78). 

In the heartlands of capitalism, electirmJS, general and local, forn. part of 
. the political a~d state superstructure of n.onopoly capitalism. ~his means that 
in the overall pcli tical nnd institutional sense, the monor:oly capitalist 
ruling class holds the initiative at any given mooent in determininG the 
strategic terrain in this sphere, and consequently is also in t..he advantageous 
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. position in deciding the tactical factors of issues, timing, propagandistic 
deception and so on. This is why elections can only be a tactical question for 
the working class and its Marxist-Lenini~t party. This is also the reason why 
social democrats, reformists and revisionists hav~ always sought to present 
"parliamentary democracy 11 and elections as a question of fundamental strategy, 
within which the question of power is decided in the form of a "peaceful road 
tc socialism". In fact, of course, the putting forl:ard of a 11 peaceful road" to 
socialism, impossible of attainment as it is, becomes simply the embodiment of 
capitalist ideology and politics most sui table for dissemination within the 
working class to prevent the development towards independent class struggle and 
keep the working class as a whole tied to the political and state institutions 
of monopoly capitalism. This of c~urse ties in with the creation of the 
necessary economic basis for the development of a labour aristocracy, the 
separation of skilled from unskilled workers, the presentation of the interests 
of the most skilled workers as being different from thqse of lower paid sections 
and all the other weapons of reformism. Taken together, both politically and 
economically, the aim here is clearly seen to lie in preventing those most 
advanced sections of the workin~ class, recognised by l'!arxist-Leninists to be 
the potential leading force, from being won for struggle against monopoly 
capitalism and for ideological and, political revolutionisation leading to their 
becoming. I!lembers of a Marxist-Leninist vangu.ard party. Social democratic and · 
revisionist "parliamentary roads" are the political wing of economic reformism. 

The element of more-or-less free choice between representatives of political 
parties reflecting different class interests has disappeared as far as the 
capitalist political. parties are concerned, indeed, it disappeared with the 
advent of state I!lOnopoly capitalism &nd the onset of the general crisis at the 

·turn of the century. Only in so far as the Marxist-Leninist vanguard party or, 
at a stage preparatory to this, independent working class candidates representing 
advanced militants of the work:i,ng class, participate in elections is an element 
of direct struggle reflecting class struggle, and consequently of choice between 
representatives renecting the interests cf opposed classes, introduced into the 
field of elections • 

. However, the main role of disarming the working class is still fulfilled by 
the Labour Party. But it is much easier to expose the practice of social
imperialist reformism if the Labour Party is in power than if it is in opposition •. 
Consequently, where no independent working class candidate is standing, the 
call to vote for the Labour candidate advances class understEL.nding more than the 
negative call for 11no vote 11

, even though by the most negative of lessons. 

We must sound a clear warning of the dangers inherent in any anarchist appeal 
not to ex~rcise the limited political role of voting. It should be pointed out 
that tP,is assists the ruling class in branding "political democracy" and the 
debate whtch goes with it as totally irrelevant and creates that very apathetic 
political vacuum within which a fascist mass movement can best be built. It is 
our task to step up the political education of the working class and direct it 
to work for a genuine working class democratic process, not encourage the very 
wor!=Jt political ignorance which "votes with its feet for fascism". 

How, then, do we apply the principle of a "new, non-opportunist non
careerist parliamentarism" advocated by Lenin? By stressing the need for the 
working class to put forward their own independent candidates financed by 
election funds collected from working class forces;·who will exist side by side 
with the :t{arxist-Leninist Party candidates standing in key areas (this \all be 
a necessary form for some time due to the impracticability of the vanguard 
party providing the funds to fight in many electoral areas, a trap into which the 
revisionist CPGB fell). It would be a sectarian policy to advocate that only 
the !>lar:xist-Leninist party itself can put forward candidates ... the application 

· of the principle of involving the broadest masses in this work means precisely 
the provision of a platform whereby the working class as a whole can become 
involved in struggle - and thus there will be an alliance in electoral activit,y 

I : 
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betw·een the party candidates and the direct representatives .of the independent 
working class organisations - acting as the bridge transmitting the party 
struggle to the broad masses, and in this way representing the force, not of 
hundreds of thousands, but of millions of working people t-Tho are conscious of 
the necessity to take up political struggle in the service of their fundamental 
class interests. This then vTOuld begin to provide the conditions for revolu
tion - conditions without which revol~tion is impossible : 

"l:li th the vanguard alone victory is impossible. To throw the vanguard 
alone into the decisive battle when the whole class, ivhen the broad masses 
have not yet taken up a position either of direct support of the vanguard, 
or at least of benevolent neutrality towards it and one in "VThich they 
cannot possibly support the enenzy, would not merely be folly but a crime. 
Arid in order that actually the whole class, that actually the broad masses 
of toilers and those oppressed by capital may take up such a position, 
propaganda and agitation alone are not sufficient. For this the masses 
must have their own political experience." (V.I. Lenin: "'Left-vling' 
Communism", p.72). 

\·lith such a policy the vanguard pa;rty would begin to fulfil such a role -
and bring into being a broad alliance of all exploited sections under the 
political leadership of the party, but not confused with it. The difficulties 
of electoral work lie precisely in this fact - it is too easy to confuse the 
vanguard, the party, with the broad masses, which results in the party becoming 
a mere electoral machine where the canvassing for support of the party must 
involve the right of those 'Y(ho support the party to have membership in it - a 
contradiction in Jvlarxist-Leninist terms. We have to ensure th~t the vanguard 
~ntain$ the leadership and its party ~~s centralisation and discipline, 
whilst at the same time mobilising the broadest sections around it, tqus J;ulfillilfg 
a vanguard role ;in revolutionary practice. Thus Marxist-Leninists use the · 
tactical legal struggle of elections and reforms in the following way ' 

"In revolutionary tac.tics under a bourgeois regime, reform natural.ly 
becomes an instrument :for disintegrating this regime, an instrument fol,' 
strengthening revolution •••• The revolution~y accepts reform in order to 
use it as a means of meshing the legal work with the illegal work, in orde~ 
to use it as a cover for the strengthening of the illegal work which aims 
at revolutionary preparation of the masses :for the overthrow of the 
bourgeoisie." (J.V. Stalin) 

The Method of Marxist-Leninist AnalYsis 
l . - . - . . . 

"vie ht;t:ve seen the application of certain theses of Lenin to condi, tions of. 
st;ruggle in Bi-itain where they relate to tactics, and in their isolation from 
a defined programmatic strategy agreement could be reached on one or other of 
these theses by many progressive forces. But divorced :from the overall strategy 
they cannot guide our action or make Harxist-Leninists. For the most important 
of Lenin's teachings is that which relates to the method of analysis of 
concrete situations used by l'Iarxist-Leninists, and the ability to draw out the 
threads of historical development which paves the way for the development of 
revolutionary strategy. It is this capacity above all others that has been 
destroyed in the revisionist assault on the communist movement and it must be 
relearned,if we are to make any progress. 

Our first task is to assess the similarity between Lenin's revolutionary 
situation and the situation vThich confronts us nmv, and to estimate whether ''e 
have a similar revolutionary role to fulfil. Speaking of the necessity to build 
revolutionary strength even when a lull in the situation occurred, Lenin said: 

"It vTOuld be a grievous error indeed to build up the Party organisation 
in anticipation only of outbreaks and street fighting, or only upon the 
1 forward march of the drab everyday struggle 1 • \·le must alwa_E conduct our 

. ·"". 
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everyday work and ah1ays be prepared for everything, because very frequently 
it is almost impossible to foresee Nhen periods of outbreaks vlill give vray 
to periods of calm, And in those cases when it is possible to do so, it •·r.ill 
not be possible to utilise this foresight for the purpose of reconstructing 
our organisation, because in an autocratic country these changes take place 
vii th astonishing rapidity, being sometimes connected 1.-:i th a single night 
raid by the tsarist ja.11izeries." (V.I. Lenin: "'w'hat is to l1e :Done?tt, p.392-3). 

Revisionism has spread the myth of the "peaceful transition to socialism" 
l'tnd tried to creaie a general acceptance of the notion that capi talisn viill not 
be able to resort to such measure-s of terror as employed by fascism again. But 
it·should be obvious that imperialism 1 vlhich in Lenin's day was 11 parasitic or 
decaying ca:IJi tal ism" has travelled even further into the heart of its ovm 
contradiction and ul tir.1a.te destruction, doffing the mask of "democracy" as i ~ 
passes, and is now· entering the stage of corporate state organisation Hhich 
will embrace all the so-called "democracies" equally, that is, imperialism t·lill 
becocre more autocratic and totalitarian than any oppressive system ccnfront:i.ng 

. I.enin. · 

\Jhilst it is true that Lenin qualified the situation in the Hest as allouing
more political freedom to agitate, he 1o1as speaking of a totally different 
situation then from now, for capital ism's move tovtards corporatism is cancelling 
out any of these distinctions : 

"The principal thing, of course, is ;propaganda and agi tatio:n among all 
strata of the people. The "vrork of the \·/est European Social-Democrat is in 
this respect facilitated by the public meetings and rallies, to vmich all 
are free to go, and by.the fact that in parliament lle addresses the 
representatives of all classes." (V.I. Lenin: 111,'lhat is to J3e Done? 11

, p.29l). 

There are those uho would dismiss as inapplicable Lenin 1 s reference to the 
11raid by the tsarist janizeries", and claim that such extremes of persecution 
only exist in a despotic autocracy. But such a degree of blind ignorance is 
almost beyond Understanding. For the experience of U.s. 2mperialist aggression 
both at home ru1d abroad, and of the German Cor:u:nunist Party, once free to parade 
its arms openly, have proved that no struggle is legal against capitalism. Only 
the most foolish utopian could conclude that the present level of inactivity 
and lack of harassment will remain vrhen Harxist-Leninists talc:e up their leadine 
role in struggle~ It must be the truism of our age (and thu most neglected one) 
that in order for the capitalists to take theworking class off its guard, that 
working class must not anticipate its attack, othervrise it vrould take protective 
measures. We will most assuredly face levels of persecution a.11d counterattack 
far in excess of those meted out to the Bolsheviks. 

~1e experience gained by the ruling class in combating revolutionary struggle 
must not lightly be dismissed. Lenin v1as writing about the first socialist 
revolution in history, before the capitalists had had time to adapt themselves 
and contain any future germs of the socialist movement. They have since learned 
many lessons, and the "night raid by the tsarist janizeries" of Lenin's day 
has novi become a. highly organised and systematized nsearch and destroy" opera
tion of defence built into every capitalist system. Fe nust, therefore, f8r from 
rejecting Lenin's advice, elaborate on it, for in our time ~nateurish failure 
in revolutionary work will lead straight to the mass slaughter of the fascist 
gas cha_mber. 

'We must follow the Leninist path and undertake to construct a revolutiona~;Y strategy 
into which all the tactics and particular aspects of s11ruggle will flt as one 
concentrated embodiment of the total struggle. A."ld it is in the drmdng out oi' 
the essence of the main tide of struggle Hi th all its spontaneous richness that 
the dialectical method acts as our guide. 

Lenin described the task of the Russian revolutionaries as follmvs : 

·' 
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'~The fact of the w.attcr in that the oasses of the workers a!'e roused to 
. a high :pitch of excitement by the abominations in Russian life, but \ve arf,3 
· ·unable to collect, if one r.laJ' put it that \'lay, and concentrate all these 

dl;'ops ?Jld s~reamlets of popular exCite.ra~nt, l-rhich are oalled forth by the 
· conditions of Russian life to a far lareer extent than 1·1e imag~ne, but 
which it is precisely necessary to combine into a. sincle gi{r..:urtic torrent, 
That this can be accomplished is irrefptably proyed by tl:.e enormous ero1·1th 

.. ·Of the vtorl:ing class movement and 1;he eagerness \'ll th \'lhich the \'/Orkers 
clamour. for political literature, to i·Thich. we have already referred ••• " • 

. (V.I. Lenin: "\·n1at is to De Done?"; p, 285). 

"• •• the vhol;e of political life is an endles~ cha;in consisting of an 
infinite number· of links. The \vhole art of politics ·lies in finding and 
gripping as. strongly as vJe can the l~nk that is least likely to be tom out of 
ou:r· ~umds, the one that is most important at the Biven mom~nt, the one tl1;at 

. £Na.rantees the possessor of' a link the possession of the whole chain. If 

. \'lfl had a staff of experienced bricklayers, w[J.o had learned to 'olO=i."l~ so lltell 
together that they could place their bricks exactly where 'ijley '~~:re req~.til'ed 

· wi.thou'\; ·~ guidinc line, ••• then perhaps we miGht seize upon some other 
·.·link., :But the l.Ulfortunate ·· th~ng is that \-te have n~ experiepced briclr.la.yers 

trained to teamwork yet, that br~cks a;re .often laid 1-rhere they are not needed 
. at· e.l~, that the~ are not laj.d a.ccord~ng to the genera;L line, but are so 
scattered about that the~ ~n.emy can shatter the structure as if it ~ere made 
:pot pf bricks but of' sand." (v .I~ Leninc 11\'4'\at is to be Done?", p.379). 

PoT th~ above state<cl simple reasons • the first need of the worldng clasp is 
for it::~ vo.n.S\lard party, the general staff of the revolutionary a~. Hovrever, 
Lenin's s~ratf:l8:Y must be applied .and d~veloped j,n the cpnditions of contemporary 
rqon9P9\~ C;.tpitalislll• The primq.ry reason is that the more developed a capitalist 

. aoqiety, th~ ~eat~r the degreE\! :of stratificction of the worldn,g cl11ss, the 
c;r~ater the si;renath of social d~n€lcracy a~d reformism, the mo:re rigorm1.sly do 
the princip;les of tightly cen:tralise<1 leadership and through this the greate13t 

. flexibility. eynd diversity o;f fo:t'ms of st'ruc;gl.e b1iued by the party's transmission 
belts to tb.c m;:tsoes have to be 13-pplied. · ' 

The l3olshev~ks, :factne a smaller \-fOrking class vl;i. th no soeial democratic 
t;rnd~ tions, \-lere able to make do \·lith +oose organisational t:i,es betvreen broad 
crgunisa.tions and party because, in the nain, all brond vror!:ers 1 orc;nnisations, 
ev!,!p trc.de un;Lcns, t-rero illegal, an::~ it Has not pqosible to uti~ise tllese 
fronts o.f struGg;J.c as open territorial cains of the Eolshovil:s. But in the 
strup,-gle in l/cstern Europe, \d th an advanced prol eturint am1 a tradition of mass 
legally const~ tuted trade union orgapbations it is posnil:le to buil<l broud 
ma~s or.mmisa1;ions 'lrrith fir!ll O:;t"ganioational structures linking them to the 
party but able to function as a batt~rine ram nsainst capital whilst also being 
large and povrerful ~nough to p:r:oteci; .the Harx:j.st-L~ninist directin,t; r.ucleus, the 
p~ty of :professional revolution{U'ies (e.g. the Red Front in Gerr!1any)+ • Such 
a d,evelopment :represents an inevitable E:mrichening of Lenin 1 s theoi•ies and is 
~ne r:u':thqd ~nu>loyed by l'Ia:~.·x~st-:Leninists in the d~veloped capitalist countries 
~o ~ol'llbat the more highly developed repr~ssive apparatus of ~he monopoly 
Cf:lpita.l:i,pt state. For on;Ly if the party has firm links vlit.~ the \ddest possible 
nurn'be:V cif orga.nisa tions on b:road issues, :eaqh of these organisations of neces·ci ty 
}:)eing firmly organi.sed and not ·loose in the bour-::eois '1broad fr<;mt 11 sense, can it 
hope to survive and defeat the ,attempts of the eneniy state to isolate and· 
dE!stroy :t;he N~rxist-Leninists and their party~ · 

+ The. Red Front Hovement, vf~:icll accepts the broad guidance and leadership of the 
J:I~:rxist-Lenin~st Organisation of Britain, and is the eMbryo of a future 
mass Red Front , is c·onstructed along t}+ese lines·. 

·' 
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CONCLUSION 

Our ,.mrk and struggles are taking shape and developing in the il!llllediate 
aftermath of a period of unprecedented defeats for the working class and 
communist movements of all lands, the culmination of which has been the virtually 
complete destruction of the international communist movement painstakingly built 
up !lfter the victory of the October Socialist Revolution. 

This ~collapse ha.s had two crucial consequences: on the one hand it has 
cieared the g:r~und for the emergence of a new and steeled vanguard leade:;r:ship 
in the future, when the level of intensity of the class struggle approaches a 
pre-revolutionary stage and revolutionary Marxist-Leninist leadership bi3c6mes 
not merely desirable and socialism a 11 good thing", but both become life and 
death necessities for sheer survival of the working class in the.face of the 
threat of fascist counter-revolutionary terror. On. the other hand and conversely, 
however, the collapse of the entire international framework inherited from the 
Communist International has left in its wake a welter of opportunist confusion and 
disillusionment providing ideal conditions within which the conscious agents of 
the class enemy can sow distrust and disaffection and so work to promote the 
penetration of bourgeois ideology and practice - always prevalent in society and 
in the broad strata of the working class - into the communist vanguard. This, 
the most fundamental dissolving agent continuously at work within the working 
class movement and its vanguard, which acts to break up and disperse every 
genuine independent germinal growth, every embryonic movement of real class 
struggle, every potentially revolutionary organisation, functions in order to 
encourage and perpetuate the spontaneous bourgeois-orientated disunity of the 
working class, firs-tly to divide the more advanced sections of the working clasf3 
from those with a lower level of class consciousne&s; and secondly, all section~ 
from the leadership of the .£11arxist.-Leninist ~ranguard party. In this way the 
attempt is made to create a climate in which it is easy for propaganda against 
the concept of a revolutionary vanguard party to make headway and through which 
the working class is urged to stride naked and leaderless into the difficult 
class battles which lie ahead. 

If the Marxist-Leninists prove themselves incapable of seizing the 
initiative in time; the period which is characterised fundamentally by a r~s~ng 
tempo and intensity of class struggle can nevertheless be transformed into a furt~ 
period of inevitable defeats if thesemounting class struggles do not rise above 
the level of S£Ontaneous struggles in which each particular issue, economic or 
political, becomes an hypostasized end in itself divorced from the qualitative 
end of socialist revolution. In such conditions, a counter-attack - in fact a 
counter.:..revolution - by corporately organised state monopoly capital at the 
head of a black front of reactionary forces becomes virtually inevitable: fascism. 
For such conditions make it more difficult to organise for struggle and signifY 
a temporary defeat for the working class forces and a temporary strengthening · 
of the forces of counter-revolutionary reaction. 

In such a situation - one which is both potentially revolutionary and 
potentially counter-revolutionary - the Leninist principles of the vanguard 
party of the working class become more vitally important, more vitally essential_ 
than ever before to the winning of final victory for the working class in the , 
developing terrain of mounting class battles. This is especially so 

~ "••e since there can be no talk of an independent ideology being 
developed by the masses of the workers themselves in the process of their 
movement." ("vJhat is to be Done?", p.243); 

(This) "• •• does not mean that the workers have no part in creating 
such an ideologyo Eut they take part not as workers, but as socialist 
theoreticians, as Proudhons and Weitlings; in other words they take part 
only when, and to the extent that they are able, more or less, to acquire 
the knowledge of their age and advance that knowledge. And in ord-er that 
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\-:cr!~ing raen may be able to do this more often, every effort must be made 
to raise the consciousness of the v1orkers generally ••• ". ("\olhat is to be 
Done?", p.243-4, Footnote). 

The objective cause of the degeneration of the communist parties into 
revisionism can be located in the temporary ebb in the tide of the \·rorld prolet
arian-socialist revolution vThich set in after the defeat of the German revoluJ.:.ion 
after 1918 and bet\..reen 1918 and 1933. The precise nature and inter-relationships 
of the macycomplex factors making up this developnent, at the heart of Hhich 
\vas the o1"set of the period of intensified imperialist expansion into the colonial 
periphery of the capitalist world system resulting in t~e laying of the economic 
foundations for social reformist and social imperialist measures acting to 
dampen the intensity of imperialist contradictions and the resulting level of 
class struggle in the metropolitan countries, form the sub.iect of " f!@.nprnte 
Report currently in preparation, ard therefore require to be analysed here 
only briefly • 

Up to 1933-5, and after the defeat of the trotskyite deviation in the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union after 1928, the communist parties of all 
lands were striving to bolshevise themselves, to eradicate the social damocratio 

· ideas, :pre.c-tices and methods of work deeply rooted in their histories and to 
develop progressively Harxist-Leninist ones based on dialectical materialist 
science. Objectively they \lere able to do this because, at that time, they stood 
at the head of a developing, intensifying revolutionary situation and revolu
tionary movement, the product of capitalism in profound crisis. Modern revis
ionism, therefore, from its origins at the time of the 7th vlorld Congress up to 
the present day, is funde ·entally the subjective expression of the onset of a 
new period of relative expansion of the capitalist world system, and provides 
nothing more nor less than a "theoretical" justification for opportunism and 

· class collaboration adapted to the heightened conditions of class struggle and 
revolutionary confrontation on a world scale corresponding to the existence of a 
socialist base land or lands and revolutionary movements and vanguard parties 
armed 1.dth Marxism-Leninism in every country of the vTorld. At the stage of its 
"theoretical" systematisation at the hands of the Khrushchevite revisionists aft(ll'l 
1953, hov1ever, it becomes much more than this -it comes, in fact, to provide 
the "theoretical" mask for the transformation of the former revolutionary centre. 
of the vmrld proletarian-socialist revolutionary movement into its opposite -
into a counter-revolutionary centre acting in the interests of \vorld imperialism~ 
Subjectively, therefore, this retrograde process resulted in the progressive 
abandonment of Narxis t-Lenir.ist theory, practice and methods of Hark fror:1 1935 
omvards, and their replacement by nevT-style social democratic ones. 

Prior, and up to 1934-5, hovrever, the opposite process of the progressive 
deepening, refinem'1nt and theoretical systematization of Narxist-Leninist theory, 
and in particular of the Harxist-Leninist theory of the strategy and tactics of 
socialist revolutions in developed countries, was the main characteristic of the 
vTork of the Communist International. In this process, it 'v-as above all the 
contribution made by the Communist Party of Germany to the international treae;ure .. 
house of N:arxism-IJeninism \vhich vras of the greatest importance, and '"hich held 
the greatest significance for the future development of the \.JOrldproletarian
socialist revolution. li'aced as it Has \·lith the ob,jecti ve situation of an 
imperialist metropolitan po,.,er, German;y, in the throes of a crisis of collapse 
through the loss of its - initially already inadequate - colonial-type spheres 
of inve~tment and exploitation as a result of its defeat in the first HO:rld 
"!.·Tar, resulting in the inability of German imperialism to develop an adequate 
economic foundation for the application of those social-reformist and. social-
imperialist measu:ces uhich were to prove the saviour of \Wrld i:nperial as g 

whole after approximately 1935 and the consequent compelling need for it to 
resort to nili ta:ty methods of expansion, to attempt; virtually to blast a s:9here 
of influence fori tself out of the already fully allocated capitalist Horld 
market, it F':l.A t:!:.is Party~ abc,:r: cJJ. ~t'he?:"s, Fh.:ich 1-rPs fl'!ced Fith tr.e IJOssibil:i.ty 

.... 
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not only of carrying through to victory the first proletarian-socialist revol
ution in a developed capitalist terrain - the Paris Commune had done this as 
far back as 1871, and the ~-1unich Soviet held power for some 2 months in 1919 -
but of actually holding power in the hands of the proletarian dictatorship and 
so of laying the basis for the construction of socialism under the infini tel~' 
more socially and historically mature and economically viable conditions of a 
developed, state monopoly capitalist society. 

. The most significant archetypal creation of the German Revolution, that which 
constitutes its inost typical and valid contribution to the science of the 
strategy and tactics of socialist revolutions in developed capitalist countries 
was the theoretical concept and elaboration in practice of the independent, 
militant rank-and-file organisation of politically conscious \YOrkers, under the 
overall leadership of the Marxist-Leninist party, a front of independent claf:lS 
organs of struggle v1hich then stand as a base manned and secured by the most 
-.:i.dvanced sections of the working class once they have been established, and 
which then proceed to extend that base progressively downwards and outwards in 
a. snowball process culminating in the majority of the working class being 
ultimately won for a revolutionary position of, as far as the most advanced 
sections are concerned, active struggle against, or, as far as the lower levels 
of consciousness are concerned, passive onnosition to,monopolv canitalism and 
its state machine. This front ofrevolutionary struggle is then' consolidated into · 
an entire network of organisations of' struggle independent of capitalist 
ideological or political influence, and which builds up its strength progressive
ly until it is capable of mounting blows at the very foundations of the class 
rule of the monopoly capitalist class, blows which culminate in the revolution
ary strike at the central state power itself. This army of the revolutionary 
proletariat is the mighty, millions strong Red Front of integrated, co-
ordinated and scientifically deployed proletarian organisations which mounts 
wave after wave of revolutionary offensives in sphere after sphere of the by 
then fully corporately organised social and economic structure of state monopoly ·. 
capitalism, entraining ever wider and deeper strata of the working class into 
the revolutionary ferment as this process gains momentum until.finally a 
sufficient mass, size and multiplicity of organs of revolutionary struggle a.r~ 
weighing down on the ~tructure of state monopoly capitalism as to ffihkeeffectwe~ 
isolation and encirclement and to enable the Red Guards, the military advance 
guard of the proletarian socialist revolution, to strike at the central state 
power, smash through its defenses with that overwhelming weight and force which 
only a phalanx resting upon the irresistible forward movement of the millions
strong organised might bf the working masses can give it, and so destroy the 
state power of monopoly capital and establish the democratic rule of the 
working class •. 

It i.s'our task to deepen the application of Lenin's fundamental theses 
until they provide us with a weapon adequate to withstand and beat back an 
offensive of the fascist black front against the proletarian Red Front which 

. will doubtless prove to be even more powerful and concerted than the fascist 
counter-revolution in Germany which decimated the German working class move
ment. We have said that fascism in Germany was a pre-dated form of corporately
organised, mili tarised state of the monopoly capitalists \vhich came into being 
in the period of acute imperialist crisis following after the defeat of German 
imperialism in world war one, when it was stripped of its colonies and forced 
to prepare ·once again for war in order to seek to win back those colonies and 
other spheres of influence lost to the victorious Versailles powers. This form 
of state structure is now coming once again into its own as world imperialism 
again begins to enter into conditions of retraction caused by shrinking markets 
and as an intensified rate of imperialist-type investment in the underdevelopec 
sector of the imperialist world market once again begets those intensified inter
imperialist rivalries which find their final outcome in imperialist style wars, 
for the very prosecution of which the finance capitalist ruling class seeks to 
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secure its national and supra-national class terrain through the imposition of a fascie 
dictatorship, against the th~eat of a successful proletarian-socialist revolution. 
The imperialist stage of capitalism, characterised in its present phase by the violent, 
predatory expansion of distorted for~s of capitalist relations into the farthermost 
reaches of the capitalist world system through the agency of reactionary wars for the 
maintenance of existing colonial spheres of exploitation - or increasingly the wrest
ing by the one world bloc of new ones from out of the sphere of influence of the other 
-is approachi11..g the zenith of its development with accele~ating rapidity. To the 
degree that this process of intensifyi:r.g imperialist investment gives rise to heighten
ing competition amongst the imperialist groups, and hence to the tendency for them to 
form themselves into two hostile, opposed blccs, that dominated by the United States 
and West European blocs respectively (with the possible future inclusion of Soviet nee
imperialism, this ,.;auld be transformed into an all-European bloc), to the same degree 
does it lay the basis for and pave- the \vay tovrards a third world war, a world war whict 
should the working class forces of the world ever permit it to unfold, will be fought 
with the fearful weapons of mass extermination now at the disposal of the imperialist 
ruling class. Indeed, it is in preparation for such a war that the imperialists of the 
world are even now engaged in negotiations to ban the use of nuclear weapons, since 
their indiscriminate use would result in such widespread and uncontrolled destruction 
of capitalist property as would nullify the very purpose which such a war of inter
imperialist rivalry and competition would seek in the first place to serve • 

Unlike the two pre;rious world wars caused by imperialism, however, such a third 
world war would not be merelv a war for the redivision of a world market still 
capable of expansion and development. Far more will it be a war for the redivision 
of a world market which will have already approached conditions of economic satura
tion, in which formerly economically under-developed colonial-type areas will them
selves have approached towards the level__.2f development appertaining in the developed 
capitalist countries themselves, and hence, through the operation of the law of thE
falling rate of profit, have rendered themselves ineffective as sources of super
profit assisting in the task of offsetting the declining rate of profit in the 
metropolitan sphere itself. 

Just as~ therefore, the onset of the imperialist stage of capitalism was followed 
by an imperialist world war for the redivision of the world, signifying that 
capitalism could no longer continue to expand peacefully through trade and commerce 
but only violently through war - wars of both the local colonial and the general 
world type - so will the preparation for a third world war signify that capitalism 
has entered inevitably, irreversibly and ir..exorably~ into the fourth and final stage 
of its development, a stage characterised no longer by violent, predatory expansion, 
but by even more desperately, hopelessly violent and predatory retraction - the 
stage at which the capitalist-imperialist system begins to turn inwards and to feed 
upon its own irreconcilable contradictions, when the ever-growing thirst of each of 
the two. world blocs for the maximum rate of profit stands in eve~~ more irreconcilable 
contradiction with the strangled ability of the Horld .market and ~.nvestment sphere -
which is ever dwindling in relation to :rising production and proaucti ve capacity -
to even maintain a given rate of profit at its current level or even to 11revent the 
actual profit yield from falling, not to mention to cause it to rise. Thus the 
capitalist-imperia~ist world system wi~l, at the onset of this fourth and final stage 
in its development+, resemble the internecine~ self-destructive relations within a 

+ The three prior sta~es in the development of the capitalist mode of pro~uction 
hitherto are: -MERCAN1ILISr<I, from approximately Tudor times (late 15th C.) to the end 
of the 18th Ce; 

( ) 
-INDUSTRI.AL CAPIT.ALISII1, from the beginning of th e Industrial Revolution 

late 18th C. to approximately 1890; 
-EXPANSIVE IHPERIALIST CAPITALISH,(hitherto known simply as imperialism, 

monopoly capi taliso or state monopol;y capital ism) t from approximately 1890 to the 
present day. 

Distinct narr.es descri -cti ve of the fourth stage in the development of 
imp.P.rj.:--list capital ism -on the threshold of which the capJ. talist vrorld system now 
stands:- as also of the c.ontempor.sry third sta~rel so as to exnr'"1ss. more clearly the 
markimr off of the one from the other. have vet to ho rn-i)'lp{l. 'Pcy>\o.,r" t.hn +~'''"" 
RETRACTIVE ~JI'IPERIALIST C ·~PI'T·,~~ISIVT, (or~, more sir.1ply _ P~K$AQTIVE_ H1PERIALISN). ivil1 at 
least for the r:J.omem:. serve ror tne latter, and Ek1'UJblVE H1PBRIALIST CAP.rT.l\I,.LSI-1, 
or EXPANSIVE H1PERIALISN, fer the former, 
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pack of starving vrol ves who can live only by tearing at each other's throats and 
drinking each other's life-blood. In short, the superprofits realisable from col 
investment will, ultimately and by then, have proved insufficient to maintain the 
self-expansion of the world capitalist-imperialist system in general. or the ec 
of the metropolitan capi taliet countries themselves, at the centre of l.rhich lie 
tvTO rival world blocs. 

As we have seen, the onset of these conditions will lead to the more-or-1 
rapid disintegration of the entire superstructure of social-imperialist ameliora 
of class contradictions and class struggle steadily built up throughout the stege 
contemporary exp~sive imperialism itself. It will witness the collapse of the 
"economic miracle" of state-manipulated "full employment11 and 11 affluence 11

, of the 
widespread schemes of 11 social welfare", which, in all developed capitalis 
countries, have been the means whereby indirect forms of control by the state (in 
accordance with the economic prescriptions of J .:f\1. Keynes) have b~en implemented. 

What, then, will be the salient features of this coming fourth stage in· 
development of the capitalist-imperialist system? At the base of those features 
will lie the frenzied attempt of finance-capital to compensate for the falling 
of profit on investments overseas by ruthlessly screwing up the rate of exploita 
of both the metropolitan and the colonial working masses. 

To achieve this, the imposition of a corporate system of state capitalist 
repression, the substitution of indirect Keynesian methods of state control by 
direct methods based upon a corporate state, will be an indispensable necessity. 
Hence, even now, when this entire process is still at a relatively early stage of 
its development, the finance-capitalist ruling class of each imperialist country 
is -or in the case of Britain already_has -taken steps to enact state control 
wages. For control by the state over the price of labour power and the abolition 
of the right of the working class to engage in struggle to determine the price it 
can obtain on the market for its labour power s-;on~tt:t.!lctt:)s the_ esserlCe of the 
g9rporate s.tate, on the basis of which the abolition of political democracy, the 
mass terror, the building up of a terrorist mass .movement recruited from the des
pairing lumpen-proletarian strata of the working class and the deprived professi 
strata of the petty-bourgeoisie, the concentration camps and mass extermination 
laboratories - in short, the fulr/scale fascist counter-revolutionary system :.. are 
all erected. 

Only one organisation has put forward a strategy for developing revoluti 
class struggle which is based on the above analysis of contemporary imperialist 
capitalism: the MARXIST~LENINIST ORGANISATION OF BRITAIN. Its progr~tic 
perspectives envisage the winning of working class forces away from the corrupt 
organisations tied to the social-imperialist syi3tem of contemporary capitalism by 
a thousand constitutional and reformist threads, so as to train them, section by 
section and level by level, to adopt new forms of proletarian class struggle 
independent of social-imperialism, and simultaneously to weld them into the approp
riate new organs of struggle: AcUon Councils, Red Trade Union opposition groups, 
all those anti-imperialist and anti-corpo.rate state organisations which ultimately 
will come to be fused together to form tne revolutionary Red Front of developing 
proletari~n pm:-rer. The task of constructing this Red Front, the mass base of the 
future soCiaHst,~revolution, must be embarked upon ~~ for its growth into a power 
ful phalanX of ihci.ependent proletarian class power is also the best possible safe
guard against the·''iinposi tion of a fully developed corporate state structure of re
pression, or thereafter even of a fully-fledged structure of terroristic fascism, 
in the future. It calls 0 n all revolutionary workers, working youth and intellec
tuals aspiring to a Marxist-Leninist understanding to adopt this analysis, this 
perspective and these aims as their own, and to join ~ vli th the R4RXIST-LENINIST 
ORGANISATION OF BRITAIN and its training school, the RED FRQl\lT.MOVEI~'JENT, in laying 
the first basis for the future revolutionary united front in :Britain ·and,. most 
vital of all, in constructing the Marxist-Leninist vanguard party•0-.f·the Horking 
class, wi~hout which the victory of the socialist revolution, in Britain as in any 
other land, will remain 'mere wishful thinking. 

Candidate membership details from MLOB, 18 Camberwell Church Street,London SE5·703 
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